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Section 2: Introduction 
This guide contains information to help you administer your group health 
care program. 
The guide explains Eligibility and Membership , Employee Changes , 
Applications, and the Payment Remittance process. Your marketing 
representative will review the instructions with you. 
It is a "multiple product option" guide. This means it may be used for 
any large group (51 + ) health care product sold by Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida, Inc, or Health Options , Inc., to include any Health 
Maintenance Organization (HMO) based products, or Preferred Provider 
Organization (PPO) provider network-based products. Your group may have 
purchased a single health care coverage product, or a combination of two 
or more products, fr om us. In this guide you will see Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield o f Florida and its product offerings referred to as "BCBSF ." 
Health Options , our HMO subsidiary, will be referred t o generally as 
"Health Options ," or specifically by one of the product names explained 
below. 
This guide covers the following insurance (BCBSF) of ferings: 
Preferred Patient Care (PPC) , which is a Preferred Provider Organization-
based product. 
PPC Point of Service, a combination PPO-based insurance product with a 
Traditional Insurance component . 
Traditional Insurance. 
Care Manager , a PPO-based insurance product with HMO-style access and 
utilization features. 
This guide also covers the following HMO (Health Options) offerings : 
Health Options, Inc. (HOI), federally qualified HMO plans. 
Health Options Alternatives (HOA) , a non-federally qualified HMO plan. 
Health Options Alternatives Class ic (HOAC) , a non-federally qualified HMO 
plan. 
BlueCare Federally qualified for Large Groups 
BlueCare for Large Groups 
Elect Care, an HMO Point-of-Service program which provides BCBSF 
insurance benefits f or using " out - of-network" providers. 
Sometimes Health Options procedures vary fr om BCBSF procedures. For this 
reason this guide may contain different instructions f or different 
product offerings. Where instructions vary , the guide will explain which 
product t he instructions apply to. Please pay special attention to the 
sub-section titles at the left or to any bold-typed, italicized remark in 
parentheses. Sub-section titles will indicate if the instructions apply 
only to a specific product. Bold-typed, italicized remarks in 
parentheses will indicate that one instruction does not apply to a 
certain product. 
When you see the word "we" or "us" appearing in this guide, it refers to 
BCBSF and/or Health Options . 
Note : This guide does not cover information about life insurance 
coverage , except in Section 10 , " Completing Forms ." 
Your sales or service representative provided you with a supply of forms 
and information . If you need additional forms , you may place your order 
directly by completing the Group Administrator ' s Reorder Form or 
contacting your local sales or service number listed on the following two 
pages . 
Section 2 : Introduct i on 
If you have any questions , the local offices listed on t he fo l lowing t wo 
pages are always available to help you . Please ca ll the customer se r vice 
number for ass i stance on c l aims or benefits . 
Tha n k you for select i ng Blue Cross and Blue Shi eld of Fl orida and Hea l th 
Options for your heal t h care coverage needs . 
Loca l Offices f or Health Opt i ons 
Fort Lauderdale , FL 33309 
3303 West Commercial Blvd . 
Su i te 190 
Sa l es: 954 - 485-3444 
• For t Myers , FL 33916 
2891 Centerpointe Drive 
Suite 102 
Sa l es : 941 - 936 -4 667 
Cust . Svc : 800 - 555 - 8228 
• Fort Walton Beach , FL 
Sales : 904 - 243 - 8462 
Cust Svc : 904 - 243 - 2189•• Gainesville , FL 32606 
381 1 NW 40th Terrace 
Suit e 100 
Sales : 352 - 377-251 1 
Cust Svc : 800-354 -1 890 
• J a cksonvi l l e, FL 32256 
8665 Baypine Road 
Suit e 100 
Sales : 904 - 828-1500 
Cus t Svc : 800 - 322 - 2808 • Lakeland , FL 33805 
3035 Lake l and Hill s Bl vd . 
Suite 1 
Sales : 941 - 683 - 3327•• Miami , FL 33122-1932 
8400 NW 33rd Street 
Suite 100 
Sa l es : 305-591 - 9955 
Cust Svc : 800 - 955 - 3589 
• oca l a , FL 
Sales : 800 - 354 - 1890 
Cust Svc : 800 - 322-2808• Orlando , 
3191 Maguire Blvd . 
FL 32803 
Suite 125 
Sales : 407-894-3434 
Cust Svc : 800 - 545 - 6565••Panama City , FL 32405 
239 Sou thwood Drive 
Sales : 850 - 763 - 2999 
Cust Svc : 850 - 763 - 4795•Pensacola , 
2190 Airport Blvd . 
FL 32504 
Su i te 3000 
Sales : 850 - 484 -7 500 
Cust Svc : 800 - 262 - 2166•Port St . Luc i e , FL 
900 Ea st Prima Vista Blvd. 
Sales : 561-878-2766 
Cust Svc : 800 - 322-2808•• sarasota , FL 34232 
100 Arthur Andersen 
Su i te 303 
Sale s : 94 1-378 - 3400 
Cu st Svc : 800 - 998 -71 61•Tal lahassee , FL 32303 
325 John Knox Road 
Atri um 107 
Sales : 850 - 385 - 0126 
Cust Svc : 800 - 322 - 2808 •Tampa , 
4904 Eisenhower Blvd. 
Suite 200 
Sales : 813 - 886 -1 663 
Cust Svc : 800 -5 55 - 8228 
•• west Pa lm Beach, FL 33409 
2161 Palm Beach Lakes Blvd . 
Suite 214 
Sales : 561-471-7202 




Elect Care has one unit f or claims and customer service. For Elec t Care 
cus t omer service, please call the Elect Care unit at 800 - 300-9444 . 
Note: If a group has an insurance product and an Elect Ca re product, the 
Elect Ca re custome r service unit wi ll service the entire group. 
Section 2 : Introduction 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309 
3303 West Commercial Blvd. 
Suite 190 
Sales : 954 -4 85 - 3444 
•Fo r t Myers , FL 33916 
289 1 Ce n terpointe Dr i ve 
Sui te 102 
Sales : 941 - 936 - 4667 
Cus t. Svc : 800 - 555 - 8228 
•Fort Walton Beach , FL 
Sa l es : 904 - 243 - 8462 
Cust Svc: 904 - 243 - 2189•• Gainesville , FL 32606 
3811 NW 40th Terrace 
Suite 100 
Sales : 352 - 377-2511 
Cust Svc : 800 - 354-1890 
• Jacksonville , FL 32256 
8665 Baypine Road 
Suite 100 
Sales : 904 - 828 - 1500 
Cust Svc : 800 - 322 - 2808 • Lake l and , FL 33805 
3035 Lakeland Hills Blvd . 
Su i te 1 
Sa l es : 941 - 683 - 3327•• Miami , FL 33122 - 1932 
8400 NW 33rd Street 
Suite 100 
Sa l es : 305 - 591 - 9955 
Cust Svc : 800-955 - 3589 
• Ocala , FL 
Sa l es : 800 - 354 -1 890 
Cust Svc : 800 - 322 - 2808 • Orlando , FL 32803 
3191 Magui r e Blvd . 
Su ite 125 
Sales: 407 - 894 - 3434 
Cust Svc : 800 - 545 - 6565•• Panama Ci ty , FL 32405 
239 So u thwood Dr i ve 
Sa l es 850 - 763 - 2999 
Cust Svc : 850 - 763 - 4795 • Pensaco l a , FL 32504 
2190 Airport Blvd . 
Suite 3000 
Sa l es : 850 - 484 - 7500 
Cust Svc : 800 - 262 - 21 66• Por t St . Luc i e , FL 
900 Eas t Pr i ma Vi sta Blvd. 
Sales : 561 - 878 - 2766 
Cust Svc : 800 - 322 - 2808•• sarasota , FL 34232 
1 00 Arth ur Andersen 
Suite 303 
Sales : 94 1-378 - 3400 
Cust Svc : 800 - 998 - 7161•Tallahassee , FL 32303 
325 John Knox Road 
Atr i um 107 
Sales : 850 - 385 - 0126 
Cu s t Svc : 800 - 322 - 2808•Tampa , FL 33634 
4904 Eisenhowe r Bl vd . 
Su i te 200 
Sa l es : 813 - 886 - 1663 
Cu st Svc : 800 - 555 - 8228 
•• west Palm Beach , FL 33409 
216 1 Palm Beach Lakes Blvd . 
Su i te 2 1 4 
Sa l es : 561-471 - 7202 
34954 
Cust Svc:800-955-7635 •••• Local Offices f or BCBSF 
Ca re Manager 
Care Manager has one unit for claims and customer service . For Care 
Manager customer service , please cal l the Care Manager un i t at 800 - 444 -
0455 or 800 - 945 - 5187 . 
Section 3: Important Reminders 
These reminders apply to both Health Options and BCBSF: 
New employees should complete a Universal Individual Application for 
Group Insurance/Membership (Form 10051) on their first day of full-time 
employment (as specified on the Group Application). Be sure that all 
information is fully completed on the application. Be sure you 
understand what determines the effective date. If you do not understand, 
please ask your representative to explain. 
Payment for new employees should not be made unti l the addition appears 
on your invoice. 
Employees requesting changes to their coverage should complete a Member 
Status Change Request f orm (Form 7617) (see " Completing Forms" section) 
This request should be routed through the group's benefits department 
before it is sent to us. 
Payment for the change requested should not be made until it appears on 
your invoice. 
Pre-existing condition limitations have changed under the Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA ) . If Pre-existing 
condition limitations are defined in your master contract, be sure to 
explain the limitations to new applicants, in writing. Please see 
Sections 4, 5, and 9 for more information on HIPAA. 
Note : If you need to waive or credit the pre-existing condition 
exclusion period (for example, if the employee had prior coverage), 
submit a Certification of Creditable Coverage, Prior Coverage Affidavit, 
or a Determination of the Applicable Pre-existing Condition Exclusion 
Period (PC EP ) form with the application (Examples of these forms, with 
instructions, are included in the "Forms" section of the guide). 
Pay your Group Invoice by the due date. Your payment should be for the 
TOTAL AMOUNT or the ADJUSTED AMOUNT of your group invoice . Return page 
one of you r invoice with your payment. Write your group number and 
invoice number on your check. Please submit only one check for your 
invo ice. 
When deleting employees, use the back of the invoice and be sure to 
indicate the employee's termination date. Terminations will be accepted 
when reported within 30 days of the requested termination date, provided 
there have been no claims submitted. The back page of the invoice is for 
deletions only . 
Mail payments to the address i ndicated at the top o f the Group Invoice. 
Please let your local sales or service representative know about any 
changes in your group 's administration or address. 
All applications/correspondence should be mailed immediately to: 
Section 3 : Important Reminders 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
ATTN: Group Membership & Billing Department 
PO Box 44144 
Jacksonville, FL 32231-4144 
Mail payments to : 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
PO Box 2458 
Jacksonville, FL 32231 - 0047 
Any employee, spouse or dependent who is no longer eligible to continue 
in your group health plan (including COBRA) may apply for a direct pay 
conversion contract. To obtain coverage , application must be made within 
63 days of the loss of group coverage 1-800-488-8757. 
Note : Direct pay conversion may not apply to Administrative Services 
Only (ASO) Groups, depending on whether the ASO group is a governmental 
or non-governmental group. However, the employees of these groups may be 
eligible for a Direct Pay Guarantee Issue contract. 
If any employee, spouse or dependent has become eligible for Medicare 
coverage due to age, disability or End Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) , please 
notify BCBSF immediately. Medicare information should be provided to 
BCBSF by the group administrator. It is the group's responsibility to 
comply with federal legislation governing Medicare. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida and Health Options welcome 
suggestions which will improve our service to you . Please bring them to 
the attention of your sales or service representative. 
Section 3 : Important Reminders 
The following reminders are specific only to Health Options and Care 
Manager: 
All applications/correspondence should be mailed immediately to the 
address provided by your sales or service representative. 
Each family member enrolling in Health Opt i ons or Care Manager must 
select a Primary Care Physician (PCP). See Section 6 , subsection entitled 
"PCP Changes " for additional information. 
Any employee, spouse, or dependent who is no longer eligible to continue 
in your group health plan (in c luding COBRA) may apply for the Non-Group 
Membership Conversion Contract . Application must be made within 63 days 
of the loss o f the group coverage. 
Section 4: Enrollment Information 
How To Enroll A New Employee 
When new employees become eligible for group health care coverage , they 
have the option of choosing which health care benefits are most suited to 
their needs. The Enrollment Information packet contains the appropriate 
material to give to the new employee. 
New employees must enroll within 30 days after they first obtain 
eligibility, unless your Group Application specifies otherwise . A new 
employee enrolls by completing and signing the Universal Individual 
Application for Group Insurance/Membership (form #10051). This form must 
be received by us within 30 days of the employee's eligibility date . (We 
recommend having new employees complete the application on their first 
day of employment. Please be sure that the employee comple tes each 
appropriate area. (See Section 10, Completing Forms, for more 
information.) 
Once the employee has signed the application, please be sure that he/she 
understands the effective date of coverage (see page 15, "Eligibility and 
Effective Date of Coverage " ) . Also, explain that the new enrollee will 
receive a New Member Packet. A New Member Packet includes ID cards, a 
certificate of coverage , directories and other pertinent information. 
Coverage Available to Employees 
The following types of health care coverage are available to employees: 
Empl oyee - contract provides coverage f or the employee only. 
Employee /Spouse** - contract provides coverage for the employee and 
his/her spouse. 
Empl oyee/Child(ren)** - contract provides coverage for the employee and 
the employee's unmarried dependent child(ren) to the limiting age of the 
contract. The spouse is not covered . 
Employee/Family - contract provides coverage for the employee, the 
employee's spouse and any unmarried dependent children to the limiting 
age of the contract. 
Note: Foster children are covered to age 18 under BCBSF products only. 
Foster children are not covered under Health Options products. 
**Only available where offered by group . 
Section 4 : Enrollment Information 
Employees Who Decline Health Care Coverage 
Employees may choose to decline health care coverage . An employee may 
already have other health care coverage, or may feel it unnecessary to 
have any coverage. Later, however, the circumstances may change . Under 
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) , 
if an employee's circumstances change due to marriage, divorce, 
birth/adoption o f a child, or loss of previous health care coverage , the 
employee may obtain coverage. This is called a special enrollment and 
must be made within 30 days of the change in circumstance . 
Empl oyees who choose to decline health care coverage must complete and 
sign a "Notice of Special Enrollment Rights," Form #15741-697SR (see page 
58 for sample form). This notice informs employees that, should their 
circumstances change, they may be eligible for a Special Enrollment . The 
form also provides a place f or the employee to state whether he or she 
already has health care coverage. Please retain this f orm in your 
records for future reference. 
Pre-existing Conditions 
A Pre-existing condition is a condition for which a person sought or 
received medical care within the six-month period immediately preceding 
the enrollment date. Some conditions are not considered Pre-existing, 
such as pregnancy and routine follow-up care of breast cancer after the 
person was determined to be free of cancer. There may be other conditions 
which are not considered Pre-existing. Please see the Group's Contract 
or Group Health Services Agreement f or more information. 
Pre-existing Condition Exclusi on Period (PCEP) 
Normally, BCBSF products and non-federally qualified Health Options 
products (Hea lth Options Alternatives, Health Options Alternatives 
Classic, BlueCare for Large Groups, and Elect Care) do not cover pre-
existing conditions for a period o f 12 months. This is called a "Pre-
existing Condition Exclusion Period," o r PCEP. However, if an individual 
had prior coverage any time up to 12 months before the enrollment hire 
date, with no more than a 63-day break in coverage (the period of time 
between the date their prior coverage ended and their hire date), the 
individual's prior coverage would be considered " creditable coverage" and 
no Pre-existing condition exclusion period would apply. 
An individual mus t be able to produce proof of prior coverage. See 
Section 9, f or more information about the Certification of Creditable 
Coverage and the Prior Coverage Affidavit. 
Note: The above information may not apply to your group. 
this information thoroughly with your Representative. 
Please discuss 
Rehired Employees 
Section 4 : Enrollment Information 
An employee who has left your company but later is rehired should be 
treated as a new employee . Instead of listing the original date of 
employment as the date of hire, list the date he/she was rehired as a 
full-time employee . 
Section 5: Eligibility & Effective Date 
Of Coverage 
How Eligibility is Determined 
Subscriber Eligibility 
To be eligible to enroll as a subscriber, a person must: 
have a job which falls within a job classification on the Group 
Application; 
work for the Contractholder at least the weekly number of hours specified 
on the Group Application. Part-time, temporary or substitute employees 
are not eligible; 
reside in, or be employed in, the service area (Hea lth Options On l y) ; and 
complete any applicable waiting period on the Group Application. 
Dependent Eligibility 
To be eligible to enroll as a dependent, and to remain eligible as a 
dependent, a person must meet each of the eligibility requirements f or a 
dependent, and 
be the present spouse o f a subscriber; or 
be a dependent, unmarried child of a subscriber, who is under 19 years of 
age. Eligibility will automatically terminate at the end of the calendar 
year the Dependent has his/her 19th birthday, or will extend: 
until the end of the calendar year in which the child reaches age 25, if 
the child is dependent on the subscriber f or support and 
is a full-time or part-time student, o r 
lives with the subscriber. 
This extended coverage will terminate on the last day of the month in 
which the child no longer meets the requirements for extended 
eligibility. In any case , coverage for a dependent child will terminate 
at the end of the ca lendar year in which the child reaches age 25 . 
Note: The term "child " includes the covered employee's unmarried child , 
newborn child, stepchild, legally adopted child, or a child for whom the 
cert ificateholder has been court -appointed as legal guardian or legal 
custodian. Foster children are covered to age 18 under BCBSF (not 
applicable to Health Options . Health Opt i ons products do not cover 
foster children). 
Section 5 : Eligibility & Effective Date 
Of Coverage 
Disability Status 
BCBSF/HOI will continue coverage for a subscriber's dependent, unmarried 
child, 19 years of age or older , who is incapable of self-sustaining 
employment as a result of mental retardation or physical handicap which 
began prior to the dependent's 19th birthday. A physician's letter, 
stating this information, must accompany the application. 
See section entitled "Medicare Secondary Payer" for information about 
individuals with End Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) . 
Working Elderly Employee's Eligibility and Membership 
Where an employer employs 20 or more persons, the Ta x Equity and Fiscal 
Responsibility Act of 1982 (TEFRA ) allows his or her employees age 65 or 
older , and their covered spouses who are eligible f or Medicare, to choose 
one of the following health care coverage options : 
OPTION 1: 
The benefits of the group plan will be payable first, and the benefits of 
Medicare will be payable second. 
OPTION 2 : 
When Medicare is the primary payor, the employee and/or his or her 
spouse and dependents will not be covered under the group plan. In this 
case, the employee has Medicare benefits only. 
Note: The group must provide each Medicare-eligible employee and/or 
spouse with the choice to elect one of these options at least one month 
before the employee and/or spouse reaches age 65. 
Those individuals not selecting the group plan as primary to Medicare 
should be deleted from the group plan. Please follow the procedures as 
outlined in the Payment Remittance Procedures section f or deleting 
employees or dependents fr om coverage. 
Section 5: Eligibility & Effective Date 
Of Coverage 
Enrollment & Effective Date 
General Rules for Enrollment 
An individual eligible for membership before the effective date o f the 
group's coverage, who submits a Universal Application during the group's 
initial enrollment period will be covered as of the group's effective 
date. Individuals who are not eligible t o apply during the group's 
initial enrollment period may apply at any time in the 30-day period 
f ol lowing the date the individual first becomes eligible. 
Newly-hired employees may submit a Universal Individual Application for 
Group Insurance/Membership (herein called "Unive rsal Applicationn) to us 
at any time before or within the 30-day period immediatel y following the 
eligibility date. 
Special Enrollment 
An eligible individual who has not enrolled in a health care coverage 
plan, but who has a change o f circumstance (such as marriage, having a 
baby, adopting, placement for adoption, or loss of other coverage) may be 
able to enroll by means of a special enrollment. The individual must 
enroll within 30 days of the special circumstance. If enrollment is not 
made within 30 days of the special c ircumstance, the individual will have 
to wait until the next annual open enrollment period. 
Annual Open Enro llment 
An eligible individual may elect to change health benefit plans during an 
annual open enrollment period. Additionally, an eligible employee who 
decided not to enroll, or to enroll his/her eligible dependents, during 
the initial enrollment, may enroll dur ing an annual open enrollment 
period. Note: This information may not apply to your group . Please 
discuss this information tho r oughly with your Representative. 
Section 5: Eligibility & Effective Date 
Of Coverage 
Adding New Dependents to an Existing Contract 
A newly acquired dependent must be enrolled by submitting a Member Status 
Change Request form within 30 days of the event (e .g., birth, marriage, 
adoption). The individual's effective date will be the date specified on 
the Group Application, usually the date of the event. 
Newborn children, o ther than adopted newborn children , are effective the 
moment of birth provided the child is properly enrolled within 60 days of 
the date of birth. If the Member Status Change Request Form is received 
within a 30-day period from birth, premium will not be charged for the 
newborn, for the first 30 days of coverage. If we do not receive the 
Member Status Change Request Form within 30 days after the date of birth, 
the applicable premium will be changed from the date of birth. Coverage 
will be denied if notice is not received within 60 days of the date of 
birth of the newborn child. The effective date o f coverage for a newborn 
adopted child is the earlier of (1) the moment of birth, provided the 
subscriber entered into a written agreement to adopt the child prior to 
the moment of birth, or (2) the date the newborn adopted child is placed 
i n the residence of the subscriber. 
Note: Coverage will only be provided up to 18 months of age for the 
newborn child of a dependent child . 
Newly-acquired dependents, other than newborn children , (e .g., children 
acquired through court proceedings), who are eligible f or coverage must 
be enrolled as dependents by the subscriber by submitting a completed 
Member Status Change Request form (along with a copy of a court order , if 
applicable) within 30 days of the date the dependent is acquired. The 
effective date of coverage is the first billing date (1s t or 15th of each 
month) following our acceptance of the Member Status Change Request f orm. 
Note: Foster children are not covered under any HMO product including 
ElectCare. 
Section 6 : Member Status Changes 
There are many situations in which members may need to submit changes to 
their coverage . This is accomplished by submitting a Member Status 
Change Request form. 
Have the employee complete the appropriate sections , sign , and date the 
form . Then make the necessary adjustments to your records and send the 
top (white ) copy of the f orm to your BCBSF/Health Opti ons Membership and 
Billing Personal Service Representative (PSR) at the address on the Group 
Information Sheet . Immediate submission will help ensure prompt 
processing of the change. 
Marital Status Changes - BCBSF ONLY 
Marriage 
A Member Status Change Request Form (#7617) must be submitted within 30 
days of the date of marriage if your employee wants to enroll the new 
spouse and/or any eligible dependent children to an existing contract . 
If the eligible employee did not previously enroll , an Individual 
Application will be required to enroll the employee and all dependents. 
Coverage will begin on the date o f the marriage , f ollowing acceptance of 
the change by Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida. 
Divorce 
If an employee divorces his/her spouse, coverage for the spouse will stop 
on the first BCBSF billing date following the da t e of the divorce. The 
employee must submit the Member Status Change Request Form prior to the 
requested termination date or within 30 days of the date the divorce is 
final. 
The divorced spouse and dependent children may have two options for 
continuing health care coverage. The first option , if applicable , is 
continuation of coverage under the 1985 COBRA laws . Please see section 
on Availabl e Programs for Cont inuation of Coverage for a detailed 
explanation . The second option is the purchase of one of our Direct Pay 
Conversion products. As long as the application is received within 30 
days from the date of the divorce decree, there wil l be no lapse in 
coverage. (Note : Direct pay conversion products may not apply to ASO 
groups . However , the employees of these groups may be eligible f or a 
Direct Pay Guarantee Issue cont ract. ) 
Section 6: Member Status Changes 
Marital Status Changes - Health Options ONLY 
Marriage 
A Member Status Change Request Form (#7617) must be submitted within 30 
days of the date of the marriage if your employee wants to enroll the new 
spouse and any eligible dependent children . Their coverage will be 
effective on the date of the marriage, following acceptance of the 
completed Member Status Change Request form. If the eligible employee did 
not previously enroll, an Individual Application will be required to 
enroll the employee and all dependents. Coverage will begin on the date 
of the marriage, following acceptance of the change by Health Options, 
Inc . 
Divorce 
If an employee divorces his/her spouse, coverage for the spouse will stop 
on the first HOI billing date following the date of the divorce. The 
employee must submit the Member Status Change Request Form prior to the 
requested termination date or within 30 days of the date the divorce is 
final. 
The divorced spouse and dependent children may have two options for 
continuing health care coverage. The first option , if applicable, is 
continuation of coverage under the 1985 COBRA laws. Please see section 
on Available Programs for Continuation of Coverage for a detailed 
explanation. The second option is the purchase of one of our Direct Pay 
Conversion products after COBRA eligibility expires. As long as the 
application is received within 30 days from the date of the divorce 
decree , there will be no lapse in coverage. 
Dependent Status Changes 
All changes to dependent status should be made on the Member Status 
Change Request Form. Remember that dependents l os ing group coverage have 
certain rights t o continue coverage under the 1985 COBRA laws. (See 
section on Available Programs for Continuation of Coverage . ) 
Section 6 : Member Status Changes 
Newborn or Adopted Child Coverage 
To add a newborn chi ld, a Member Status Change Request form must be 
submitted within 60 days o f the child 's birth. 
Adopted children are enrolled as dependents by submitting a completed 
Member Status Change Request form (and a copy o f the proof of adoption, 
if applicable) within 30 days of eligibility date. 
Note: Remember that under HIPAA laws, an employee who did not 
previously have health care coverage may make a special enrollment if the 
employee enrolls within 30 days of the event. 
Student or Returning Dependent Coverage 
When a dependent between the ages of 19 and 25, not currently covered, 
becomes a full-time or part-time student or establishes residency with 
the member (and is financially dependent upon the member), the depe ndent 
will be eligible for our health care coverage. A Member Status Change 
Request form must then be submitted to your PSR at the address indicated 
on the Group Information Sheet. The dependent's coverage will become 
effective the 1st or the 15th of the month that dependent status is 
established. 
Over -Age Dependents 
Once a dependent is no longer eligible for coverage because he/she no 
longer meets eligibility requirements (e .g., a dependent child marries or 
reaches the limiting age), the employee must inform us by submitting a 
Member Status Change Request form. 
Court Ordered Coverage 
The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 (OBRA 93) requires that 
group health plans and self-funded plans honor any judgment, decree or 
o rder (including approval of settlement agreement) that meets the 
criteria o f a Qualified Medical Support Order (QMSO) to provide health 
coverage for dependent children of an employee. 
When documentation is provided by the custodia l parent, legal guardian, 
Medicaid or the court system, employers may be required t o extend 
coverage , even if the employee does not consent to enroll the dependents 
identified in the QMSO . Coverage cannot be canceled unless evidence is 
provided that other coverage has been obtained , that the court order no 
longer applies, or famil y coverage is eliminated by the employer for all 
employees. 
Section 6 : Member Status Changes 
Open enrollment periods must be waived in such cases . To enroll 
dependents based on a QMSO, submit as any other member change or 
enrollment request. 
Please attach a copy of the QMSO so our files can be properly updated. 
Because this act further requires that information be provided to the 
custodial parent so that benefits can be obta ined, the NAME AND ADDRESS 
OF THE CUSTODIAL PARENT OR LEGAL GUARDIAN ARE ALSO REQUIRED and should be 
attached to the enrollment form. 
Dependents must be enrolled within 60 days of the QMSO date. 
This law is effective for QMSOs dated August 10, 1993 and therea fter. 
Employment Status Change 
Employees who change from full-time to part-time (less than the number o f 
hours per week specified on the Group Application) must be deleted from 
your group plan. These employees have certain continuation of coverage 
rights. (See section on Available Programs f or Continuation of 
Cove rage. ) Employees who change from part-time to full-time are eligible 
f or group coverage upon completion of eligibility requirements (see 
section on Enrollment Information for details on how eligibility is 
determined). 
Retired Empl oyees 
If your group is not required by Florida law to provide coverage for 
retired employees, you must delete those retiring employees from your 
group plan when they are no l onger eligible for coverage. 
Canceling an Empl oyee 's Coverage 
If an individual becomes ineligible f o r coverage for any reason, you 
should, if possible, provide us with prior written notice of the 
effective date of ineligibility. In any event, written notice of 
ineligibility should be provided to us within 30 days. To delete any 
employee, list the employee's name on the back of the most current 
invoice (see section on Payment Remittance Procedures ) or submit a Member 
Status Change Request form. 
Section 6: Member Status Changes 
Death of an Employee with Eligible Dependents 
In case of the death of an employee, the widow/widower and eligible 
dependents may have the following continuation of coverage options: 
Your group may offer its own special plan; 
Continuati on of coverage under the COBRA laws may be available; or 
A direct pay conversion product may be available. (Note: Direct pay 
conversion products may not apply to ASO groups, depending on whether the 
ASO group is a governmental or non-governmental group. However, the 
employees of these groups may be eligible f or a Direct Pay Guarantee 
Issue contract.) 
Under all the options listed above, the widow/widower must fill out an 
application. (See Section 8 for more information on COBRA. There are 
different lengths of time for COBRA coverage, depending on the qualifying 
event.) Application for a Direct pay conversion product must be received 
within 63 days of the death of the employee. 
In the event o f the death of an employee's spouse or eligible dependent, 
the change to the health plan coverage should be made on the Member 
Status Change Request form. 
Address Changes 
Changes to a member's address should be made on the Member Status Change 
Request form. 
Primary Care Physician/Care Manager Changes 
(Al l Health Options Products and Care Manager ON LY ) 
Each member in a subscriber's family may have a different Primary Care 
Physician (PC P ) (a lso known as "Care Manager"). Changes to a member's 
PCP may be made at any time. All PCP changes should be made by 
contacting your Customer Service Department, or by filling out a Member 
Status Change Request form. Please have the member specify the reason 
for the change. If the Customer Service Department is contacted o r if 
the Member Status Change Request form is received between the 1st and the 
15th, the PCP change will be effective the 1st of the following month. 
If the Member Status Change Request form is received after the 15th of 
the month, the PCP change will be effective the 1st of the next month; 
for example, if we receive the Member Status Change Request form on 
September 1 9 , changes would become effective November 1. 
Remember, PCP changes do not apply t o any BCBSF products except Care 
Manager. 
Section 7: Medicare Secondary Payer 
Provisions 
Medicare Secondary Payer (MSP) Provisions are derived from the Tax Equity 
and Fiscal Responsibilit y Act (TEFRA), the Deficit Reducti on Act (DEFRA), 
the Omnibus Reconciliation Acts (OBRA) the Consolidated Omnibus Budget 
Reconciliation Act (COBRA) and the Balanced Budget Act (BBA). All are 
federal laws which are directed at the employer . A brief summary of 
these laws foll ows : 
Working Elderl y Individuals. This provision applies if the employer has 
20 or more full - time, part-time and/or leased employees f or 2 0 or more 
consecutive weeks in the current or preceding calendar year, o r is a 
member of a multi-employer group health plan that includes at least one 
employer with 20 or more employees. 
In the event the working elderly provisions of federal law apply to you, 
the employer, health care benefits under your group contract will be 
primary for those actively at work employees age 65 and over who have not 
elected Medicare as the primary payer and those dependent spouses age 65 
and over who have not elected Medicare as the primary payer. 
Disabled active individuals. This provision applies to employers with 
100 o r more full-time, part-time and /or leased employees for 50 percent 
or more of its business days of the previous calendar year, or is a 
member o f a multi - employer group health plan that includes at least one 
employer with 100 or more employees . 
In the event the disability provisions of federal law apply to you, the 
employer, health care benefits under your group contract will be primary 
for those actively at work disabled insureds under age 65 who have not 
elected Medicare as the primary payer and those disabled dependents under 
65 who have not elected Medicare as the primary payer. 
Individuals with End Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) . This provision applies 
to all employers, regardless of the number of employees, or the active 
status of the individual . 
In the event an insured person (Active or Retired) is entitled to 
Medicare on the bas i s of ESRD, health care benefits under your group 
contract may be primary for a period o f 30 months , beginning with the 
earlier of : 
the first of the month in which the individual becomes entitled to 
Medicare Part A benefits due to ESRD ; or 
the first o f the month in which the indivi dual would have been entitled 
to Medicare Part A ESRD benefits if a timely application had been made . 
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Provisions 
After the coordination period of 30 months, group benefits are secondary 
to Medicare. 
If Medicare was already primary before the individual became eligible due 
t o ESRD, then Medicare will remain primary. Also, if group health 
coverage was primary before ESRD entitlement, then the group health 
coverage will remain primary for the ESRD coordination period. 
On 4/24/95, Health Care Financing Administration's interpretation o f OBRA 
93 changed to state that if Medicare was primary prior to ESRD 
entitlement, then Medicare would remain primary. This would apply, for 
example, in the case of retired employees and/or spouses, age 65 and 
over ; or disabled employees or spouses (where the group has less than 100 
employees). Also, if the group insurance was primary prior t o ESRD 
entitlement, then the group would be primary for a coordination period of 
30 months . 
Covered employees o r spouses who elect Medicare as the primary payer may 
not participate in the group health plan, and may not be o ffered a policy 
that is supplemental t o Medicare through the employer where MSP 
provisions of federal law are applicable. These individuals must be 
deleted from the group plan. Please follow the procedures as out lined in 
the Payment Remittance Procedures section. 
Further, employers cannot induce any covered employee to decline or 
terminate his or her group health coverage and elect Medicare as primary 
payer. 
Any time an employee or dependent becomes entitled to Medicare coverage, 
a Member Status Change Request Form must be completed. Medicare 
information is requested under the section of the form entitled "Other 
Carrier Liability Information." Completion of this form will help ensure 
your compliance with Medicare Secondary Payer Laws. 
Note: It is important for you to understand that the federal laws 
described above are directed at employers. We highly suggest that you 
seek the advice of your company's legal counsel in the application of 
these laws. 
Section 8 : Available Pro grams For Continuation Of Coverage 
Continuation of Coverage - COBRA 
On April 7, 1986, a new Federal law was enacted (Public Law 99 -27 2 , Title 
X) requiring that most employers sponsoring group health plans offer 
employees and their families the opportunity for a temporary continuation 
of health coverage (called "continuation coverage " ) at group rates in 
certain instances where coverage outs ide the plan would otherwise end. 
Section 10001 of Title X requires employers with 20 or more full-time or 
part-time employees for 50 % of the previous calendar year to offer 
cont inued health insurance coverage for up to 18 or 36 months at group 
rates for covered employees and family members upon certain "qualifying 
events." Health insurance coverage must consist of coverage that is the 
same as the coverage provided to other employees. Employees and family 
members become eligible for continuation o f coverage if they lose 
coverage as a result of the f o llowing qualifying events. 
Qualifying events for 18 months coverage (Empl oyee/Covered Dependents ) 
Termination /Resignation /Ret irement. If a covered employee is entitled to 
Medicare prior to the date of COBRA election, the employee and covered 
dependents are eligible for COBRA coverage and may maintain both COBRA 
and Medicare coverages . 
Reduction of Hours. 
Qualifying events f or 36 months coverage (Covered Dependents Only) 
If a covered employee becomes entitled t o Medicare, the employee's 
dependents may elect continuance of coverage under the employer plan. 
Death of covered employee. 
Divorce or legal separation. 
Dependent child ceasing dependent status. 
Other : 
Bankruptcy of group. Special rules apply when determining the length of 
the continuation coverage due under Title XI o f the United States Code. 
For retirees and dependents only, the continuation period is generally 18 
months. 
Disability. If the employee, a spouse, or a dependent child is 
determined to be disabled pursuant to Title II or Title XVI o f the Social 
Security Act at the time of or within 60 days of a qualifying event 
consisting of either termination of employment or a reduction in hours, 
the disabled person is eligible for an additional 11 months , totaling 29 
months continuation o f coverage rather than 18 months. 
The employer (also known as the ''plan administrator'' ) may collect up t o 
102 % of the monthly premium for an individual who selects this coverage . 
For the 11-month period of the disability extension, the employer may 
collect up to 150 % of the monthly premium for an individual who selects 
this coverage . We will continue to b ill the plan administrator f or these 
individuals, and the plan administrator must collect and submit plan 
premiums for that coverage . 
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When a qualifying event has taken place, the following notification 
process occurs : 
The qualified member (employee or dependent) must notify the plan 
administrator in the event of a divorce, legal separation, or dependent 
child ceasing to be a dependent . Notification should be made within 60 
days of the event . 
In the case o f termination, death of a covered employee or eligibi lity 
for Medicare, the plan administrator must be notified within 30 days . 
Once the plan administrator is notified, he has 14 days in which to 
notify, in writing, the spouse or dependents of their rights under this 
law. From the date of notification, the subscriber (or in the event of 
death o f a covered employee, the spouse or dependent) has 60 days in 
which to elect coverage. Once an election has been made , the individual 
has 45 days to pay the premium due . 
Upon written notification, we will delete fr om your group plan 
individuals who are no longer eligible for coverage . Should we receive 
written notification that a decision has been made to continue coverage 
under COBRA within the applicable notification time frame, we will 
reinstate the individual to the date of termination and reopen any 
claims . 
There are five reasons that continuation of coverage may be canceled . 
They are: 
Maximum coverage period - 18 or 36 months (coverage may be extended from 
18 to 29 months f or certain individuals determined to be disabled at the 
time of or within 60 days of the termination or when there is a reduction 
of hours in employment). 
Group plan is canceled for all employees . 
Failure to pay premium . 
Coverage under another group plan, unless the new group health plan 
contains a pre-existing condition exclusion or limitation. 
Insured becomes eligible for benefits under Title XVIII o f the Social 
Security Act (Medicare A and B) if the Medicare entitlement occurs after 
the date of COBRA election . 
At the end of the maximum coverage period (18 , 29 or 36 months) the 
individual may be allowed to enroll in one of our Conversion Contracts . 
Note : Direct pay conversion contracts may not apply to ASO groups . 
However, the employees of these groups may be eligible for a Direct Pay 
Guarantee Issue contract . 
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It is important for you to understand that COBRA is directed at 
employers. BCBSF/ HOI is not responsible for COBRA compliance . We highly 
suggest that you seek the advice of your company ' s legal counsel in the 
application of this law. 
CobraServ 
Compliance with the COBRA legislation has proven to be very complicated . 
For this reason, CobraServ will assist your company with the burden of 
administering its COBRA duties if you have purchased CobraServ , and if 
you , as an employer, are subject to COBRA laws. 
CobraServ is a service bureau which provides COBRA compliance services 
for employers, who are subject to the laws, and who have group health 
coverage through BCBSF or Health Options. 
For detailed information, refer to the administrative packet sent to you 
by CobraServ or cal l their toll free number, 1-800-488-8757. A summary 
of the services provided by CobraServ is out lined below: 
Generat ion of monthly invoices (and grace letters) to all continuants 
with a remittance stub requesting certification that there is no other 
coverage invalidating COBRA . 
Col lection of monthly premium from the continuant . 
Remittance of the monthly premium received from the continuant to the 
employer along with detailed accounting statements for ease of 
reconciliation. 
Generation of grace letters for continuants who have not paid their COBRA 
premiums approximately 15 days prior to the end of the grace period. 
Concise daily (as needed based on COBRA group activity) and monthly 
eligibility reports broken down by coverage and division. 
Telephone support for continuants and employers. 
Updates on legislative and judicial changes that impact COBRA 
administration as needed. 
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Although CobraServ assumes most of the responsibility for COBRA 
compliance, the employer does retain certain specific responsibilities: 
Providing all employees with initial notice of COBRA rights. 
Mailing the COBRA notification/election form and benefit class and rates 
sheet t o the qualified member. 
Providing notification to us of all enrollment activity (additions, 
changes and terminations ) via forms provided by and certified by 
CobraServ. 
Remitting monthly premium to BCBSF/Health Opt ions on behalf of the 
qualified member. 
It is the policy of BCBSF and Health Options that CobraServ services be 
mandatory for all groups. Any group with over 200 contracts with us may 
decline CobraServ if the following conditions are met: 
The group can demonstrate that it currently has an administrator 
accountable for COBRA administration. 
The group signs a waiver releasing BCBSF from all liability associated 
with COBRA administration. 
Groups which have less than 70 % participation may decline CobraServ, 
regardless of size. 
Note: The employer should be aware that waiving CobraServ is done 
through an approval process. As with any process, there are requirements 
to meet and forms to fill out if your group wishes to waive CobraServ. 
Should your group still wish to decline CobraServ, your sales 
representative can give you more information. 
CobraServ Administration 
What to do when ... 
A qualifying event occurs: 
Cancel the qualified member's coverage immediately by means of the 
following: 
For a contract cancellation, indicate the cancellation on the back of the 
appropriate invoice. 
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For a coverage change (cancellation due to divorce, legal separation or 
ineligible dependent child), send a signed Member Status Change Request 
Form to your Personal Service Representative indicating the qualified 
beneficiary to be cancelled and the appropriate change of coverage, if 
applicable. If a change of coverage is required, the next invoice will 
be credited or debited accordingly. 
Note: When a qualified member is not canceled immediately following the 
qualifying event, the results below occur : 
The qualified member(s) may incur claims after coverage should have been 
terminated. 
We will not retroactively cancel the qualified member, because coverage 
was provided, whether or not claims were incurred. 
Complete the top portion of CobraServ Notification/Election form and 
notify the qualified member of COBRA rights within 14 days of the 
qualifying event. Enclose a COBRA Rate Sheet designating plans available 
for continuation. Note: Read the glossary in the back of this guide for 
a definition of applicable dates . 
Forward the blue copy of the Notification/Election form to CobraServ . 
A qualified member elects and pays for COBRA : 
You will receive a report from CobraServ called a Participant Update, 
indicating "New Election with Payment." Immediately fax or mail a copy 
of this report to your Personal Service Representative at BCBSF/Health 
Options to have the qualified member reinstated as a COBRA continuant, 
and the next invoice will be debited accordingly. Faxing the update is 
preferable. 
Note: When a Participant Update indicating "New Election with 
Payment" is not received by us immediatel y , the following results occur : 
The qualified member(s) will not be reinstated with COBRA coverage in a 
timely manner. 
The qualified member(s)'s claims will not be paid. 
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The CobraServ reports are received: 
CobraServ generates a daily report called the Participant Update when any 
o f the following enrollment activity is processed: 
New election with payment 
Cancellation (non-payment or by request) 
Reinstatement 
Addition/Deletion of dependents 
Upon receipt, immediately fax or mail a copy of this report t o your 
Personal Service Representative in the appropriate Membersh ip and Billing 
unit of BCBSF or Health Opti ons . Faxing is preferred. 
On or about the 15th of each month you will receive a monthly report from 
CobraServ called the Participant Status Report, indicating all the 
activity for your COBRA continuants during the previous month. Upon 
receipt, immediately fax or mail a copy of this report to your Personal 
Service Representative. This is the only reporting mechanism for 
miscellaneous changes, including address changes. 
When the monthly CobraServ Participant Status Report is not sent to us in 
a timely manner, those miscellaneous changes will not be processed, 
timely. 
A COBRA continuant adds or deletes dependents: 
You will receive a Participant Update from CobraServ indicating addition 
or deletion of dependents. Upon receipt, immediately fax or mail a copy 
of this report to your Personal Service Representative. Faxing is 
preferred. 
When a Participant Update indicating the addition or deletion of 
dependents is not received in a timely manner, the results listed below 
will occur: 
Addition of Dependents: The dependents will not be added to the contract 
and claims will reject accordingly. 
Deletion of Dependents: The dependents will not be cancelled in a timely 
manner and in the interim, the dependents may incur claims after the 
coverage cancellation date. 
Premiums: The premiums will not be refunded back to the actual 
termination date. 
A COBRA continuant's coverage is cancelled : 
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You will receive a Participant Update from CobraServ indicating a 
cancellation by request or for non-payment. Immediately fax or mail a 
copy of the Participant Update to your Personal Service Representative 
and credit the next invoice for that month only . (Faxing is preferred.) 
I n the case of cancellation for non-payment, as long as a notice of 
cancellation is received in a timely manner, BCBSF/Health Options will 
allow the retroactive cancellation and will process a refund accordingly. 
If we do not receive a Participant Update indicating a cancellation in a 
timely manner, the results below will occur : 
The COBRA continuant will not be cancelled and may incur claims beyond 
the contract cancellation date. 
We will not retroactively cancel the COBRA cont inuant. 
Termination of the Entire Group Contract -- HMO 
In the event that this entire agreement is terminated by the group 
(employer) or by Health Options , some extension of benefits may apply to 
the members. See your contract for more details. 
Termination of the Entire Group Contract -- BCBSF 
In the event that this entire agreement is terminated by the group 
(empl oyer) or by Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, some extension of 
benefits may apply to the members. See your contract for more details. 
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Conversion Contracts - HMO Products and ElectCare 
Any employee, spouse or dependent who is no longer eligible to continue 
in your group health plan (including COBRA) may apply for the Non-Group 
Membership Conversion Contract . To obtain coverage, application must be 
made within 63 days of loss of group coverage and is subject to 
eligibility provisions as set forth in your Group Health Services 
Agreement and the Non-Group Membership Conversion Contract . If you need 
additional information about this product, call 1-800-955-2277. 
Conversion Contracts - BCBSF 
Any employee, spouse or dependent who is no longer eligible to continue 
in your group health plan (inc luding COBRA) may apply for a direct pay 
conversion contract. To obtain coverage, application must be made within 
63 days of the loss of group coverage. 
Note: Conversion products may not be applicable to ASO Groups. 
However, the employees of these groups may be eligible for a Direct Pay 
Guarantee Issue contract. 
For those individuals under 65 who meet the specified eligibility 
requirements, two contracts are available. One contract is a limited 
coverage contract with multiple deductible options and the other is a 
more comprehensive contract with multiple deductible and out - of-poc ket 
options . Neither of these contracts provide benefits identical to the 
group contract benefits. 
For those individuals over 65 and enrolled in Medicare, we have the 
MEDI CARE Supplemental Insurance Kit, or Health Options Medicare and More 
Medicare Risk Plan. If you need additional information about these or 
other direct-pay products, call toll-free: 
1-800-876-2227 or write: 
Direct Sales 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida 
PO Box 1798 
Jacksonville, FL 32231-44052 
Section 9 : Hipaa Information 
The fo l lowing section explains the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountabi l ity Act of 1996 (HIPAA), which became effective in July 1997 . 
Certification of Creditable Coverage for Individuals Leaving Empl oyment 
Individuals may prove per i ods of prior health coverage by presenting a 
certification of creditable coverage . Both employers and health 
insurance issuers (including HMOs) are required to automatically issue 
certifications of creditable coverage to individua l s who lose their 
coverage under an employer group health p l an . In addition, both 
employers and their health insurance issuers are required to issue 
certifications of creditable coverage on request to any person who is 
currently covered by the p l an or whose coverage terminated within the 
past 24 months . 
BCBSF/HOI will automatically issue certifications of creditable coverage 
on behalf of the employer to persons whose coverage in a group health 
plan terminates . These certifications of creditable coverage will be 
sent , via mail, to the individual's last known address . In addition, 
BCBSF/HOI will issue a certification of creditable coverage to an 
individual on request for up to 24 months following the end of h i s/her 
group health coverage . 
Note: BCBSF provides a "Creditable Coverage Hotline" to answer 
questions perta i ning to this issue. Call 1-888-904-2763 . 
Satisfaction of the Pre-existing Condition Exclusion Period 
Under HIPAA and Florida Statutes §627 . 6561 & §641.31071 , a "Pre - existing 
condition" is a condition , physical or mental , for which medical advice , 
diagnosis, care or treatment was recommended or received within the six 
month per i od ending on the enrollment date in any new health plan. The 
term "manifested" has been eliminated from the Pre - existing condition 
exclusion definition. 
Pregnancy will no longer be considered a Pre-existing condition, 
regardless of whether the woman had previous coverage . 
Additionally, Senate Bill 530 creates Florida Statutes §627 . 64172 , 
§627.66122 , and §641 . 31096, which limit the application of Pre-existing 
condition exclusion to women who have had breast cancer. These statutes 
provide that if during routine follow up care to determine whether breast 
cancer has recurred in a person who has been previously determined to be 
free of breast cancer and there is no evidence of breast cancer found 
during or as a result of the follow up care, this information does not 
constitute medical advice, diagnosis, care , or treatment for purposes of 
determining Pre-existing conditions . 
Satisfaction of the Pre-existing Condition Exclusion Period - (continued) 
However, if there is evidence of breast cancer found during or as result 
of the follow up care , this could be considered medical advice, 
diagnosis, care, or treatment and be considered a Pre-existing condition , 
if this follow up care was received during the six (6) month look back 
period. 
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The Pre-existing condition exclusion period will be restricted to a 
maximum of 12 months f or conditions for which medical advice, d iagnos is, 
care or treatment was received during the six (6) months period prior to 
the employee's enrollment date. For employees and their dependents who 
enroll in your group health plan during their initial eligibility period 
[within 30 days after satisfaction of their waiting period], the Pre-
existing condition exclusion period of 12 months begins as of the date of 
hire, not on the effective date of coverage . Thus, the Pre-existing 
condition exclusion period runs concurrently with any waiting period 
which may apply. This also means that the six (6) month look back period 
to determine if a condition was Pre-existing will be the six (6) month 
period immediately prior to the date of hire f or initial enrollees. For 
special and annual enrollees, the Pre-existing condition exclusion period 
will begin as of the effective date of the person's group health 
coverage. 
The Group Administrator must inform the employee, in writing if the 
group's health care coverage has a Pre-existing condition exclusion. 
Coverage for a Pre-existing condition can only be excluded after the 
employee has been notified. You must also notify the employee of his/her 
right to show that he/she had prior creditable coverage t o reduce the 
Pre-existing condition exclusion period. 
During initial, special, or annual open enrollment, a new employee must 
furnish you with his/her certification of creditable coverage, prior 
coverage Affidavit or PCEP form, indicating any previous creditable 
coverage. At that t ime you , the Group Administrator, must inform t he 
employee, in writing, as to the amount of time that the Pre-existing 
condition exclusion period will apply. 
To assist you in determining the applicable Pre-existing condition 
exclusion period, and in complying with the written requirement, 
BCBSF/HOI has developed a Determination of the Applicable Pre-existing 
Condition Exclusion Period (PCEP) form, a copy of which is printed on 
page 63 of this Guide . 
If the person presents documentation indicating that he/she has had 
continuous coverage for more than 12 months , with no more than a 63-day 
break in coverage , excluding your "wai ting period", there will be no Pre-
existing condition exclusion period applicable f or that person. 
If the person presents creditable coverage , with not more than a 63 -day 
break in coverage, the prior coverage will be credited to the 12 months 
look forward (PCEP) . 
When submitting the Universal Individual Enrollment Application for a new 
enrollee to BCBSF/HOI, please include a copy of the person's 
certification of creditable coverage and the Determination of the 
Applicable Pre-existing Condition Exclusion form. If the individual 
refuses to sign the Determination of the Applicable Pre-existing 
Condition Exclusion (PCEP) form, the Group Administrator should indicate 
the refusal to sign and retain a copy of the form . 
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Prohibiting Discrimination Based On Health Status 
Under both HIPAA and Florida Statutes §627.65625 and §641.31073, neither 
BCBSF/Health Options nor you , the employer, can condition eligibility for 
enro llment in your group health plan on health status, medica l condition , 
receipt of health care , claims experience, genetic information, evidence 
of insurability, medical history or disabil ity. There will be no medical 
underwriting allowed. 
HIPAA-Designated Enrollment Periods 
In compliance with HIPAA, we will have the following periods of 
enrollment: 
Initial Enrollment - This will be within 30 days of satisfaction of your 
group health plan waiting period. (Unless group specific) 
Special Enrollment - This will be within 30 days of loss of coverage, 
(i .e., due to legal separation, divorce, death, termination o f 
employment, or reduction in the number of hours of employment) if the 
employee and/or dependent declined your group's health care coverage and 
submitted a written statement indicating that he or she declined coverage 
due to the existence of other health coverage; or within 30 days of a 
certain event (i .e., marriage, birth, adoption, or placement for 
adoption). 
Annual Open Enrollment - This will be within 30 days of your group health 
plan's policy renewal anniversary. 
Special Enrollment Periods 
Under both HIPAA and Florida Statutes §627.65615 and §641.31072, a group 
health plan must provide special enrollment periods for employees and/or 
dependents if certain requirements are met. 
Loss of Coverage 
An eligible employee and/or eligible dependent may request enrollment 
outside of the initial enrollment period and annual open enrollment 
period if the individual: 
was covered under another health benefit plan as an employee or 
dependent, or COBRA continuation of coverage at the time he or she was 
initially eligible to enroll for coverage under your group health plan; 
and 
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when offered coverage under your group health plan at the time of initial 
eligibility, stated, in writing, that coverage under another health plan 
was the reason for declining enrollment; and 
demonstrates that he or she has lost coverage under an individual or 
group health benefit plan within the past thirty (30) days as a result of 
legal separation, divorce , death, termination o f employment, reduction in 
the number of hours of employment or the discontinuance of all 
contributions toward the health coverage plan by the employer; and 
requests enrollment within thirty (30) days after the termination of 
coverage under another health benefit plan. 
Individuals meeting these requirements may be subject to a maximum 12 
month Pre-existing condition exclusion period, beginning as of the 
effective date of his/her coverage under your group health plan. 
The effective date of coverage for an eligible employee and/or dependent 
as a result of loss of coverage is the date of the event. 
Note: An individual who loses coverage as a result of termination 
for failure to pay premiums/prepayment fee on a timely basis, or the 
discontinuance of any contributions toward the health coverage plan by 
the employer, or f or cause does not have the right to special enrollment 
under your group health plan. Voluntary Termination of Coverage does not 
constitute l oss of eligibility of coverage. 
Eligible Employee and/or Eligible Dependents 
An eligible employee and/or eligible dependent may request enrollment 
under your group health plan outside of the initial enrollment period and 
annual open enrollment period as a result of marriage, birth, adoption, 
or placement for adoption. The election to enroll must be made within 
thirty (30) days following the birth, marriage, adoption, or placement 
for adopt ion. The special enrollment rules allow an eligible employee and 
eligible dependent(s) to enroll when the eligible employee marries or has 
a new child as a result of birth, adoption, or placement for adoption. 
Note: Eligible dependents may only be enrolled when an eligible 
employee enrolls or if the eligible dependent is a dependent of an 
employee who is already participating in your group health plan. 
The effective date of coverage for an eligible employee and/or dependent 
as a result of marriage, b irth, adoption, or placement for adoption is 
the date of the event . 

Section 9: Hipaa Information 
Notice of Special Enrollment Rights 
You must give employees a written description of their special enrollment 
rights by the date the employee is offered the opportunity to enroll. 
Included in the form section, for your reference, is a "Notice of Special 
Enrollment Rights" which you must give to the person who declines your 
group health coverage during their initial eligibility period. The person 
should return a signed copy of the notice to you if he/she declines 
coverage because he/she has other health coverage. Retain the form in 
your files. 
Send a copy of the signed form to BCBSF/HOI when the person requests 
special enrollment due to loss of other coverage . 
COBRA Continuation of Coverage Changes 
Prior to January 1, 1997, an individual who was considered a "qualified 
beneficiary" under the federal Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation 
Act of 1985 (COBRA) was eligible to continue coverage under your group 
health plan for a period of 18 months, if you employed 20 or more 
employees. Such qualified beneficiary may also have continued/ extended 
the COBRA coverage for an additional 11 months, if he/she had been found 
to be disabled (as defined by the federal Social Security Act) as of or 
prior to the date of his/her qualifying event under COBRA. 
Effective January 1, 1997, under HIPAA, COBRA coverage has been clarified 
as follows: 
A COBRA qualified beneficiary may extend his/her coverage for the 
additional 11 months if he/she is determined to have been disabled (as 
defined by the federal Social Security Act) as of, prior to, or within 60 
days of the qualifying event under COBRA. 
This additional 11 months extension is also now available to the disabled 
beneficiary's spouse and dependent children. 
Children born to, or adopted by, individuals while they are covered under 
COBRA continuation of coverage are considered "qualified beneficiaries" 
under the law and are eligible for continuation of coverage. 
All of the above referenced requirements apply only to your group health 
coverage. These requirements do not apply to any non-medical coverage you 
may have, such as life or disability coverages. 
If you have any questions regarding these requirements, please contact 
your BCBSF/HOI account representative. 
Section 10 : Completing Forms 
When an employee joins or makes changes in the group health program, the 
first step is for him/her to fill out the appropriate form . There are 
severa l forms you wil l need to keep on hand . Forms may be ordered by 
contacting your local BCBSF/Health Options office. A l i st of pertinent 
forms follows . Unless otherwise noted, forms may be used for BCBSF or 
Health Options . 
Form Name• Form # / 
Revised Date• Page #•• universal Individual Application for Group 
Insurance/Membership• 10051 - 496 • 38•• Member Status Change Request• 7617 -
696• 47•• Notice of Special Enrollment Rights • 15741-1098• 57•• certification 
of Creditabl e Coverage**•• ss•• Prior/Concurrent Coverage Affidavi t • 10250 -
1297• 59•• oetermination of the Applicable Pre-existing Condition Exclus i on 
Period (PCEP) • 15823-1098• 6o•• Reorder Form• 8222 • 65•• 
An example of each form is included in th i s guide on the following pages . 
It is impor t ant for your employees to be instructed to complete all 
appropriate b l anks on the forms . I f you have any questions about these 
forms , please cont act your Personal Servi ce Represen tat i ve . 
** The Certification of Creditable Coverage will normal l y be sent from 
the insurer directly to the person who is dropping coverage. A copy is 
included for your reference . 
Section 10 : Completing Forms 
Universal Individual Application for 
Group Insurance/Membership (Form #10051 - 496SR) 
(Please note : M&B working to scan and provide updated form) 
Instructions For Completing 
The Universal Individual Application For 
Group Insurance/ Membership - ( Form 10051-496SR) 
Section 10: Completing Forms 
PURPOSE: 
The Universal Individual Application for Group Insurance/Membership ( Form 
#10051) incorporates several applications into one general application. 
Presently, we have integrated Health, Dental and Life information into 
this application. 
Universal Individual Application for Group Insurance/Membership (Form 
#10051) 
Use the Universal Individual Application for Group Insurance / Membership 
(Form# 10051) to: 
Enroll new full-time employees. 
Enroll employees changing from an alternative plan during open enrollment. 
Be sure to have the employee complete all the requested information. If 
an application is not complete, it may be returned and may delay the 
enrollment. Promptly mail completed applications to us. 
All eligible family members which are to be included under an employee's 
contract must be listed on the application. Family members not listed on 
the application will NOT be covered. If more space is required, your 
employee may use an additional application. 
PCP Selection/ Changes - Health Options, Elect Care & Care Manager Only 
Each enrolling family member must select a Primary Care Physician (PCP) or 
Care Manager from the list provided by your representative. Each family 
member may have his/her own PCP or the subscriber may select one physician 
for the entire family. If the subscriber does not select a PCP, one will 
be assigned. The member may change his/her Primary Care Physician at any 
time by contacting Customer Service or by completing a Member Status 
Change Request form. 
Primary Care Physicians do not apply to BCBSF products except Care 
Manager. 
The Universal Individual Application For Group Insurance/ Membership -
(Continued) 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION : 
Section 10: Completing Forms 
The initial enrollee (subscriber) completes the application and gives it 
to the marketing representative. However, if the subscriber is a 
subsequent enrollee, then the application is given to the group 
administrator. 
Ensure the employee has completed the form, and pay particular attention 
to the following sections: 
The name of the group. 
The subscriber's Social Security Number. 
The name, SSN and date of birth of each enrollee. 
The date of employment. 
Gender information. 
The Primary Care Physician for each family member (HOI , Elect Care & Care 
Manager only). 
Other insurance information. 
The employee's signature and signature date. 
The following information explains each box and its purpose. 
1. Type Product 
The employee should check the appropriate box(es) for the type of 
product(s) being requested. 
2. Health/Life; Health Only ; Life Only; Cobra 
The group administrator should check the box labeled: "Health/Life," if 
enrollment is for BCBSF/Health Opt ions and Florida Combined Life coverage; 
"Health Only ," if enrollment is for health care coverage only; or 
"Life Only ," if enrollment is for Florida Combined Life only coverage. 
Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) mandates that 
companies with 20 or more employees must allow certain former employees 
and their dependents the right to continue their health care coverage 
under the company's group plan. Federal Mandate Section 10001 of Title X 
offers continued health insurance coverage at group rates for employees 
and famil y members upon the occurrence of certain "qualifying events" 
(e .g., termination, resignation, reduction in hours, etc.). 
The Universal Individual Application For Group Insurance/ Membership -
(Continued) 
3 . Group Number 
The group administrator should list the group number. 
Section 10: Completing Forms 
4. Division Number 
The group administrator should list the division number. 
5. Pkg. No. (Package Number) 
The group administrator should specify the package number, depending upon 
the benefits that the individual may select. 
6. Effective Date 
The group administrator should specify the "effective date" of coverage 
based on the eligibility or waiting period the group has chosen. The 
group 's waiting period and date of receipt determine the effective date, 
except in the case of special enrollment and annual open enrollment. 
Note: Sections 7 - 16 only apply if Florida Combined Life insurance 
is part of your company 's 
product of fering. 
7. Class No. 
The group administrator should specify the class number, which is the 
coding assigned to a specific amount of Florida Combined Life's coverage. 
8. Annual Gross Salary$ 
The group administrator should complete this field with the employee's 
annual gross salary, if applicable. The salary amount is collected only 
for "salary-based" Term Life, Accidental Death, Dismemberment and Loss of 
Sight (AD&D) , Short Term Disability (S TD ) , or Long Term Disability (LTD) 
benefits. 
9 . Paid 
The group administrator should check the box labeled "hourly" or "salary " 
t o indicate class or waiting period var iations that are determined by mode 
of compensation, and to indicate the employee's mode of compensation, when 
application is for "salary-based" Life, AD&D, or Disability benefits. 
10 . Term Life 
The employee should check the box labeled "YES" or "NO" below the 
coverage, if available, for which he /she is applying or declining. 
11. Accidental Death, Dismemberment and Loss of Sight (AD&D) 
The employee should check the box labeled "YES" or "NO" below the 
coverage, if available, for which he/she is applying or declining. 
The Universal Individual Application For Group Insurance/ Membership -
(Continued) 
12 . Supplemental Term Life 
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The employee should check the box labeled "YES" or "NO" below the 
coverage, if available, for which he/she is applying or declining. The 
amount applied for should be indicated. 
13. Supplemental AD&D 
The employee should check the box labeled "YES" or "NO" below the 
cove rage, if available, for which he is applying or declining. The amount 
applied for should be indicated. 
14 . STD Benefit (Short Term Disability) 
The employee should check the box labeled " YES " or "NO" below the 
coverage , if available, for which he/she is applying or declining. The 
amount applied for should be indicated. 
15. LTD Benefit (Long Term Disability) 
The employee should check the box labeled "YES" or "NO" below the 
coverage , if available, for which he/she is applying or declining. The 
amount applied for should be indicated. 
16 . Dependent Life 
The employee should check the box labeled "YES" or "NO" below the 
coverage, if available, for which he/she is applying or declining. If 
dependent life is being requested, the employee should complete the 
section which calls for a list of eligible family members to be covered 
(Box #36). The amount applied for should be indicated. 
17. Other Benefits 
If application is being made for "Other Benefits," the employee should 
specify and list the other benefits. If dependent hospital indemnity is 
being requested, the employee should complete the section which calls for 
a list of eligible family members to be covered (Box #36). The amount 
applied for should be indicated. 
18. Full-Time Hire Date 
The employee should list the date he/she began full-time employment with 
his/her employer. If the employee is rehired, he/she should list the 
rehire date. 
19. Name o f Group Employer 
The employee should list the name of his/her employer. 
20 . Occupation 
The employee should specify his/her occupation . 
he/she should specify that he/she is a retiree. 
Section 10: Completing Forms 
If he/she is retired, 
The Universal Individual Application For Group Insurance/ Membership -
(Continued) 
21 . Applicant's Social Security No . 
The employee should specify his/her Social Security number. 
22 . Last Name; First Name ; M.I. 
The employee should list his/her last name , first name, and middle 
initial. 
23. Birthdate 
The employee should list his/her date of birth. 
24. Street Address 
The employee should list his/her street/mailing address. 
25. City/State 
The employee should specify the city and state in which he/she 
resides/receives mail. 
2 6. Zip 
The employee should list his/her zip code. 
27. County 
The employee should specify the county name of his/her residence. 
28. Employee Number 
The group administrat o r should list the employee's identification number, 
if applicable, which is assigned by the employer. 
29. Location Number 
The group administrator should list the identification number for the 
employee's work site, when applicable, which is assigned by the employer. 
3 0. Horne Phone 
The employee should list his/her area code and home phone number. 
31. Business Phone 
The employee should list his/her area code and business phone number. 
32. Marital Status 
The employee should check the box specifying his/her marital status (i.e., 
Single, Married, Divorced, Widowed, Separated). 
The Universal Indiv idual Applicati o n For Group Insurance/ Membership -
(Continued) 
33 . Type Health Coverage 
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Employee/Child[ren] ) ** 
** Only available where offered . 
34. Type Dental Coverage 
The employee should check the type dental coverage he / she desires (this 




Employee/Child[ren ]) ** 
** Only available where offered. 
35 . Sex 
The employee should specify his/her gender (i.e., Male, Female ) . 
36 . List Eligible Family Members to be Covered 
The employee must fill in information requested for all eligible family 
members who are to be covered . A copy of the court order must be attached 
for dependents in court - ordered custody or guardianship of the 
certificateholder . If more space is required, the employee should attach 
a separate page . 
Relation To You - The employee must list his/her dependent(s) and specify 
if his/her dependent(s) is a spouse, son or daughter. 
Name - The employee must list each dependent's first name, middle initial, 
and last name (if not the same). 
Social Security Number - The employee must list each dependent's social 
security number. 
Birthdate - The employee must list each dependent 's complete birthdate. 
Dependent Info: - The employee must check the blocks that apply to his/her 
dependents . If "Handicapped" is indicated, a letter from the family ' s 
physician is required. 
Section 10: Completing Forms 
The Universal Individual Application For Group Insurance / Membership -
(Continued) 
Applicant's Primary Care Physician for Health Options and BCBSF/PPC Care 
Manager Pos Coverage/Membership. 
The employee must list his/her Primary Care Physician's (Care Manager's) 
name. In addition, the current patient status must be indicated. Patient 
status should indicate whether or not the applicant or his/her dependents 
are presently a patient of that specific physician. 
38. Dependent's Primary Care Physician(S) for Health Options and 
BCBSF/PPC Care Manager Pos Coverage/Membership. 
The employee must list each dependent's Primary Care Physician (Care 
Manager). In addition, the current patient status must be indicated. 
Patient status should indicate whether or not the applicant or his/her 
dependents are presently a patient of that specific physician. 
39. Name of Full-Time/Part-Time Student Not Living with Employee 
The employee should list the name of each dependent who does not live with 
them. 
Note: Sections 40 and 41 only apply if Florida Combined Life insurance 
is part of your 
company's product offering. 
40. Primary Life Insurance Beneficiary 
The employee should complete this row to designate the party or parties 
which have first rights to receive employee life insurance proceeds when 
the proceeds become payable. If more than one primary beneficiary is 
listed in this row, the employee should specify each beneficiary's 
respective percentage share, and assure that this total equals 100 %. 
41. Contingent Life Insurance Beneficiary 
The employee should complete this row to designate the party or parties 
which will receive employee life insurance proceeds if the primary 
beneficiary dies prior to the insured employee. If more than one 
contingent beneficiary is listed, the employee should specify each 
beneficiary's respective percentage share, and assure that this total 
equals 100 %. 
42. If you Currently have Coverage or had any Coverage within the Past 
63 Days which this Coverage Replaces, Please Fill Out and Attach A 
Certification of Creditable Coverage or A Prior Coverage Affidavit Form 
(Form 10250). 
If the employee has coverage, or had any insurance coverage within the 
past 63 days, applicant may be entitled to a credit towards their Pre-
existing Condition limitations. In order to receive this credit, the 
insured must attach a Certification of Creditable Coverage from his/her 
last insurance carrier, or fill out the "Prior Coverage Affidavit" form 
#10250-493SR. 
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The Universal Individual Application For Group Insurance/ Membership -
(Continued) 
43. Are you or any Member of your Family Covered by any Other Health 
Insurance? 
The employee should check "Yes" or "No . " If yes, the employee should 
provide the information requested in the appropriate block(s) numbered 44, 
45, and 46 . 
44 . Health 
This section, and sections 45 and 46, are used to record Other Carrier 
Liability (OCL) information . The employee must complete this section if 
he/she or his/her dependents have additional health coverage. If more 
room is required, please provide a separate sheet containing the same 
information . 
45 . Additiona l Health or Dental (OCL Information) 
The empl oyee must complete this section if he/she or his/her dependents 
have an additional health or dental coverage . 
46. Medicare (OCL Information) 
The employee must complete this section if the employee or if the 
employee's dependent(s) have additional coverage which is Medicare . 
47. For a New Employee who Currently has a Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
Contract 
This section is for a new employee who currently has Blue Cross and Blue 
Shie l d coverage . The empl oyee shoul d complete this section only if he/she 
is currently active with a Bl ue Cross and Blue Shield Plan other than Bl ue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc . 
48 . Have you or anyone in your Family ever been or is now a Member of 
Health Options , Inc.? 
This section is for a new employee or dependent who current l y has or had 
Health Options Coverage. The employee should complete only if he/she or 
his/her family member(s) ever have been or are now a member of Hea l th 
Op t ions , Inc . 
49 . Acceptance of any Coverage/Membershi p 
The empl oyee should sign and da t e this section if he/she accepts any 
coverage being made available to his/her group by BCBSF or Health Options . 
The applicant should first read the "Acceptance of any 
Coverage/Membership" on the reverse side of this appl i cat i on . 
50 . Refusal of all Coverage/Membership 
The employee should sign and date this section when he/she rejects any or 
a l l coverages be i ng made available to his/her group by BCBSF or Health 
Options . The applicant should check the type of coverage being refused . 
Section 10 : Completing Forms 
Member Status Change Request Form 
(Form #7617 - 696SR) 
(Please note : M&B working to scan and provide the most updated form) 
Section 10: Completing Forms 
Instructions For Completing The 
Member Status Change Request Form (#7617 - 696SR) 
PURPOSE: 
The Member Status Change Request (MSCR) form is required to be completed 
when an enrolled employee makes any changes to his/her enrollment status; 
i.e., adds a new dependent, deletes a dependent, terminates employment, 
changes address, etc. The consol idated Member Status Change Request form 
incorporates the BCBSF Member Status Change Request form and the Health 
Opt i ons , Inc. Member Status Change Request form. 
MEMBER STATUS CHANGES : 
Note: Requirements vary by product. 
Marital Status Change: 
Marriage - a MSCR must be submitted within 30 days o f the date of 
marriage when the employee wants to add the new spouse and any eligible 
dependent children to an existing contract. 
Divorce - If the employee divorces his/her spouse, coverage for the 
spouse will stop on the first BCBSF billing date following the date of 
notification of divorce. The employee must submit the MSCR prior t o the 
termination date or within 30 days of the date the divorce is final. 
Dependent Status Change: 
Newborns - a MSCR must be submitted for newborns providing the newborn's 
name, SSN (if available) and date of birth, within 60 days of birth when 
the newborn is to be covered under an existing contract. 
Other Covered Dependents - To add an adopted newborn or an adopted child 
as a dependent, a MSCR must be submitted within 30 days after eligibility 
as a dependent begins. To add any other dependent, including foster 
children (if applicable) or court-ordered coverage for a minor child , a 
MSCR must be submitted within 60 days after eligibility as a dependent 
begins or within 30 days after the court order is issued. 
Member Status Change Request Form - (Continued) 
Type Coverage - a MSCR should be submitted to change from an Employee 
Only or Employee/Spouse contract** to either an Employee/Child(ren) 
contract** or an Employee/Family contract. (** Only available where 
offered . ) 
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Employment Status Change : 
Employees who change fr om full-time to part-time must be deleted from your 
group plan . 
PCP/Care Manager Changes : 
Changes to a member's Care Manager or Primary Care Physician (PCP) may be 
made by submitting the changes on the MSCR . A PCP change request received 
before the 15th of the month will be effective the 1st of the following 
month. Requests received after the 15th of the month will be delayed an 
additional month . 
Medicare Entitlement: 
Any time an employee or dependent becomes entitled to Medicare coverage, a 
MSCR must be completed. The Medicare section of the form must be 
completed in full . 
Retired Employees: 
If your group is required t o provide retiree coverage , we must be notified 
o f the change in employment status / enrollment through submission of the 
MSCR . Retiring employees should be deleted from the group plan when they 
are no longer eligible for coverage . 
Cancelling an Employee's Coverage : 
Employees who terminate, retire, request cancellation of their group 
coverage or drop fr om full-time status must be deleted from your group 
plan . 
Death of an Employee with Eligible Dependents : 
In the event of the death of an employee , the widow/widower and eligible 
dependents may have the option of continuation of coverage . The 
widow/widower must fill out a MSCR form to make any change to the health 
plan coverage . The application must be received within 30 days of the 
death of the employee . In the event of the death of an employee's spouse 
or eligible dependent, any change to the health plan coverage should be 
made on the MSCR form. 
Address Change: 
Changes to an employee's address must be made on the MSCR. 
Member Status Change Request Form - (Continued) 
Instructions For Compl etion 
Section 10 : Completing Forms 
The following information explains each box and its purpose . 
Type Of Change 
Indicate the type of change(s) being requested and the effective date of 
the change (e . g ., Change Type of Coverage , Name Change, Address Change) . 
Type Coverage Requested 
Indicate the type coverage requested, (i.e. , Employee , Employee/Spouse, 
Employee/Child(ren) , or Employee/Family) and whether coverage includes 
Group Life and/or Dental coverage. 
Reason For Change 
Indicate the reason for change (e.g. , marriage , death , terminated 
employment) 
I . General Information 
1 . Name Of Group Employer 
Indicate the name of the group employer . 
2 . Group Number 
Indicate the group number assigned to the group account . 
3 . Division Number 
Indicate the divi sion the empl oyee is enrolled in , if appl icable . 
4 . Pkg . Number 
Indicate the package number assigned to the employee ' s coverage . The 
Package Number is determined by the benefits that the employee selects 
(i . e ., 1) Health and Life, 2) Health only or 3) Life coverage only) . 
5. Insured's Name (Last Name , First Name , M. I . ) 
Indicate the insured's last name, first name , and middle initial . 
6 . Insured ' s Contract Number (Social Security Number) 
Indicate the insured's Social Security number. 
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Member Status Change Request Form - (Con tinued) 
List Eligible Family Members To Be Covered 
Additions : 
Add Spouse : 
7 . Male/Female 
Indicate the spouse ' s gender (i .e., Male/Female) 
8 . Last Name , First Name And Middle Initial 
Indicate the spouse ' s last name, first name and middle initial. 
9 . Spouse ' s Social Security Number 
Indicate the spouse's Social Security number . 
spouse) 
10. Birthdate 
Indicate the spouse's birthdate. 
11. If Female, Are You Pregnant? Due Date . 
This block is no longer applicable . 
12 . Date Of Marriage 
(mandatory, if adding a 
Indicate the date of marriage (month , day and year) . 
13 . Employment Status 
Indicate, by checking the appropriate box , the spouse ' s employment status 
(i.e., Active, Retired , Not Employed ) (mandatory, if adding a spouse) 
14. Was Spouse Former HOI Member 
Indicate, by checking the appropriate Yes or No box, if the spouse is a 
former HOI member. 
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Member Status Change Request Form - (Continued) 
Additions: 
Add Child : 
15. Relation To Me 
Indicate, by checking the appropriate box, 
the insured. 
16. First Name And Middle Initial 
the relation of the chi ld to 
Indicate the first name and middle initial of the child being added. If 
the child's last name is different from the employee's last name , indicate 
the child's last name as well. 
17. Social Security Number 
Indicate the child's Social Security number. 
child) 
18. Check If ... 
(mandatory , if adding a 
For each child being added, check the appropriate box(es), i.e., Supported 
By You, Living With You, Enrolled College Student, Disabled. If Disabled, 
MSCR must be accompanied by a letter from the dependent's physician 
certifying that the dependent is incapable of self sustaining employment. 
19. Primary Care Physician/Care Manager (Last Name, First Name, Initial) 
(Health Options, Elect Care Or BCBSF/PPC Care Manager On l y) 
For each member added, indicate the Last Name, First Name and Middle 
Initial of the member's Primary Care Physician (PCP) , t he PCP's # and 
whether the member is a current patient o f the PCP. This section applies 
to Health Options , BCBSF/PPC Care Manager and Elect Care Coverage. 
20 . Is The Enrolled College Student's Address Different From Yours? If 
So, List His/Her Name And Address. 
If the enrolled college student's address is different from the 
employee's, indicate their name and mailing address. 
Member Status Change Request Form - (Continued) 
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III. Deletions And/Or Changes To Coverage 
Deletions: 
21. Name(s) To Be Deleted (Last, First, M.I. ) 
Indicate the last name, first name and middle i nitial of the dependent(s) 
being deleted from the employee's coverage . 
22. Date Of Birth 
Indicate the date of birth of the dependent(s) being deleted fr om the 
employee's coverage. 
23. Sex 
Indicate, by checking the appropriate box, the gender o f the dependent(s) 
being deleted from the employee's coverage. 
24. Reason For Deletion 
Indicate, by checking the appropriate box, the reason for deletion of the 
dependent(s) coverage . Reasons o ther than age, divorce, marriage or death 
must be explained. 
Changes: 
Address Change: 
25. New Address (City, State, County, Zip Code) 
Indicate the full ma iling address of the employee. 
26. Phone Number 
Indicate the area code and phone number of the employee. 
Name Change: 
27. Change Name From ... To ... 
Indicate the name the employee is changing fr om and the name the employee 
is changing to. 
Member Status Change Request Form - (Continued) 
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Change Primary Care Physician/Care Manager : 
This section applies to Health Options , BCBSF/PPC Care Manager and Elect 
Care Coverage 
28. Name Of Member 
Indicate the name of the member(s) changing their Primary Care 
Physician/Care Manager . 
29 . Date Of Birth 
Indicate the date of birth of the member(s) changi ng their Primary Care 
Physician/Care Manager . 
30 . Sex 
Indicate the gender of the member(s) changing their Primary Care 
Physician/Care Manager (i . e ., Male or Female) . 
31. New Primary Care Physician 
Indicate the full name of the new Primary Care Physician or Care Manager 
and the PCP# , if known . 
Other Carrier Liability (OCL) Information 
32. Are You Or Any Member Of Your Family Covered By Any Other Health 
Insurance? 
Indicate , by checking Yes or No, whether the 
family is covered by other health insurance . 
and/or 35 must be completed. 
33 . Health (OCL Information) 
employee or any member of the 
If yes, section 33 , 34 
The employee must complete this section if he/she or his/her dependents 
have additional health coverage . If more room is required , please provide 
a separate shee t containing the same information . 
Member Status Change Request Form - (Continued) 
Section 10: Completing Forms 
Indicate the following information: 
Insured's/Member's Name 
Date of Birth 
Employment Status (i .e., Active, Retired) 
Name of Employer 
Policy# 
Effective Date 
Type o f Coverage (i .e., Single, Family) 
Name of Insurance Company 
Phone# 
City , State and Zip Code of Claims Center 
List the name(s) of any dependents not included in this coverage. 
34. Additional Health Or Dental (OCL Information) 
The employee must complete this section if he /she or his/her dependents 
have any additional health or dental coverage . 
Indicate the following information: 
Insured's /Member 's Name 
Date o f Birth 
Employment Status (i .e., Active, Retired) 
Name of Employer 
Policy# 
Effective Date 
Type of Coverage (i .e., Single, Family) 
Name o f Insurance Company 
Phone# 
City, State and Zip Code of Claims Center 
List the name(s) of any dependents not included in this coverage. 
35. Medicare (OCL Information) 
The employee must complete this section if the employee or if the 
employee's dependent(s) have Medicare coverage in addition to group 
coverage. 
Indicate the following information: 
Beneficiary Name(s) 
Entitlement Reason (i .e., Age 65 or older , End Stage Renal Disease, Other 
Disability). 
Medicare HIC (Hea lth Insurance Claim ) Number 
Part A Effective Date 
Part B Effective Date 
Section 10: Completing Forms 
Member Status Change Request Form - (Continued) 
Signature Of Contract Holder, Date, Signature Of Employer Representative, 
Member Status Change Request Form - (Continued) 
Section 10 : Completing Forms 
Change Primary Care Physician/Care Manager : 
This section applies to Health Options , BCBSF/PPC Care Manager and Elect 
Care Coverage 
28 . Name Of Member 
Indicate the name of the member(s) changing their Primary Care 
Physician/Care Manager . 
29 . Date Of Bi rth 
Indicate the date of birth of the member(s) changing their Primary Care 
Physician/Care Manager . 
30. Sex 
Indicate the gender of the member(s) changing their Primary Care 
Physician/Care Manager (i . e ., Male or Female) . 
31 . New Primary Care Phys i cian 
Indicate the full name of the new Primary Care Phys i cian or Care Manager 
and the PCP# , if known . 
Other Carrier Liability (OCL) Information 
32 . Are You Or Any Member Of Your Family Covered By Any Other Hea l th 
Insurance? 
Indicate , by checking Yes or No , whether the 
fami l y is covered by other health insurance . 
and/or 35 must be completed . 
33 . Health (OCL Information) 
employee or any member o f the 
If yes , section 33 , 34 
The employee must complete this section if he/she or his/her dependents 
have additional health coverage . If more room is required , please provide 
a separate sheet containing the same information . 
Member Status Change Request Form - (Continued) 
Section 10: Completing Forms 
Indicate the following information: 
Insured's/Member's Name 
Date of Birth 
Employment Status (i . e., Active, Retired) 
Name of Employer 
Policy# 
Effective Date 
Type of Coverage (i.e . , Single, Family) 
Name of Insurance Company 
Phone# 
City, State and Zip Code of Claims Center 
List the name(s) of any dependents not included in this coverage . 
34. Additional Health Or Dental (OCL Information) 
The employee must complete this section if he/she or his/her dependents 
have any additional health or dental coverage. 
Indicate the following information: 
Insured's/Member's Name 
Date of Birth 
Employment Status (i . e., Active, Retired) 
Name of Employer 
Policy# 
Effective Date 
Type of Coverage (i.e . , Single, Family) 
Name of Insurance Company 
Phone# 
City, State and Zip Code of Claims Center 
List the name(s) of any dependents not included in this coverage. 
35. Medicare (OCL Information) 
The employee must complete this section if the employee or if the 
employee's dependent(s) have Medicare coverage in addition to group 
coverage. 
Indicate the following information: 
Beneficiary Name(s) 
Entitlement Reason (i.e . , Age 65 or older, End Stage Renal Disease, Other 
Disability). 
Medicare HIC (Health Insurance Claim) Number 
Part A Effective Date 
Part B Effective Date 
Section 10 : Completing Forms 
Member Status Change Request Form - (Continued) 
Signature Of Contract Holder, Date, Signature Of Employer Representative, 
Date 
The insured and the Employer Representative (applicable to Health Options 
only ) must sign and date this section . Signature of the Employer 
Representative is only required for employees enrolled in a Health Options 
product. The employee must first read the "CHANGE AUTHORIZATION" on the 
reverse side of the application. 
Section 10: Completing Forms 
Notice of Special Enrollment Rights 
(Form #15741-1098SR) 
The form lists the circumstances under which the employee may be entitled 
to a special enrollment. This form should be retained in the group's 
records for future reference. This form must be signed by an employee who 
is declining any group health care coverage. 
Important Information Regarding Your Notice Of Special Enrollment Rights 
You must be given a written description of special enrollment rights by 
the date you are offered the opportunity to enroll. Notice of Special 
Enrollment Rights must be given to an employee who declines group health 
coverage during his/her initial eligibility period. You should return a 
signed copy of this notice to your employer if you decline coverage 
because you have other health coverage. 
If you decline enrollment for yourself or your dependents (including your 
spouse) because of other health insurance coverage, you may in the future 
be able to enroll yourself and your dependents in a health care plan 
offered by your employer, provided that you request enrollment, by 
submission of an individual application to Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida, Inc. ( "BCBSF") and/or Health Options, Inc. ("HOI"), within 30 
days after the other coverage ends. 
In addition, if you have a new dependent as a result of marriage, birth, 
adoption, or placement for adoption, you may enroll yourself and your 
dependents, provided that you request enrollment, by submission of an 
individual application to BCBSF/HOI, within 30 days after the marriage, 
birth, adoption, or placement for adoption. 
The effective date of coverage for an individual and/or dependents as a 
result of marriage, birth, adoption, or placement for adoption is the date 
of the event. 
If you AND/OR your dependents decline enrollment because you have coverage 
under another group health plan or other health insurance coverage, you 
are required to complete the statement below and return it to your Group 
Administrator. If you fail to do so, you may not be entitled to special 
enrollment in your employer's group health plan when your other coverage 
terminates. 
Please understand that you will not be entitled to special enrollment if 
loss of eligibility for coverage is the result of termination of coverage 
for failure to pay premiums on a timely basis or for cause. Voluntary 
Termination of Coverage does not constitute loss of eligibility of 
coverage 
Note: For purposes of clarification cause is defined as making a 
fraudulent claim or an intentional misrepresentation of a material fact in 
connection with the plan. Loss of eligibility for coverage is defined as 
loss of coverage as a result of legal separation, divorce, death , 
termination of employment, reduction in the number of hours of employment 
or the discontinuance of any contributions toward the health coverage plan 
by the employer 
!! FORMCHECKBOX ~I hereby certify that I am declining enrollment in my 
employer's group heal th plan for !! FORMCHECKBOX ~ myself and/ or !! 
FORMCHECKBOX ~ dependents because I or they currently have other health 
care coverage ; or 
!! FORMCHECKBOX ~I hereby certify that I am declining enrollment in my 
employer's group health plan and I do not currently have other health care 
coverage . 
Printed Name Date 
Signature Social Security Number 
Group Name Group # 
Section 10: Completing Forms 
Sample Certification of Creditable Coverage ! 
This form, when received from a prior insurance carrier, should be 
attached to the Application and PCEP f orm when a Pre-existing condition 
credit and/or special enrollment is requested. The Certification of 
Creditable Coverage is normally sent from the insurer to the insured when 
the insured terminates his insurance. Normally, group administrators will 
only use this form to calculate prior credi table coverage. 
(Please note: M&B working t o scan and provide the most updated 
certificate) 
Section 10: Completing Forms 
Prior/Concurrent Coverage Affidavit (Form #10 250 -12 97SR) 
This form may be used in lieu of the Certificat i on of Creditable Coverage . 
The form should be attached to the Application and PCEP form when a Pre-
existing credit and/or special enrollment f or loss of coverage is 
requested. An individual may be entitled to a credit towards the Pre-
existing limitation period if the enrolled employee or eligible employee 
who has not yet enrolled, or has had any health care coverage with no more 
than a 63-day break. 
Note : This section may not apply to every group. 
Current Group Employer Group# 
Applicant's Name 
NAME OF PLAN/ COMPANY• *TYPE 
POLICY 
COVERAGE A - F (See Below) • 
NUMBER •E FFECTIVE DATE• CANCEL DATE 
THAT WERE COVERED•• Most Recent : 








•• Individuals who currently have coverage or had any healthcare coverage 
with no more than a 62 day break in that coverage, may be entitled to a 
credit toward their pre - existing limitation period . Please provide the 
following information : 
*TYPE COVERAGE : A) PPO B) HMO C) Major Medical D) Individual 
E) Medicare A & B F) Other , please specify 
I acknowledge that credit toward my Pre-existing Condition Exclusion 
Period is contingent upon the complete and accurate disclosure of the 
information requested above. I represent that information on this form is 
true and complete and understand that any misstatements may result in 
denial of benefits and/or termination of coverage . 
Applicant/Employee Signature : Date : 
Employee Social Security#: 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. and Health Options , Inc . 
are Independent Licensees of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association . 
®REGISTERED MARKS OF THE BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD ASSOCIATION 
®REGISTERED MARK OF BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD OF FLORIDA , INC . 
10250 - 493 SR 
(Rev . 1297) 
Determination of Applicable 
Section 10 : Completing Forms 
Pre - existing Condition Exclusion Period (PCEP) - (Form #15823-1098SR) 
Note : This f orm may not app l y to all groups . 
This form must be provided to each subscriber , if Pre-existing conditions 
apply to your group contract . A copy should be retained for the group ' s 
records and must accompany all applications where a credit to the Pre-
existing condition exclusion period is be i ng requested . 
(Please note : M&B working to scan and provide form) 
Section 10: Completing Forms 
Back of PCEP Form (Form #15823-1098SR) 
Many plans do not exclude coverage for pre-existing conditions. The 
Employer must inform you if your group health coverage has a pre-existing 
condition exclusion and can only exclude coverage for a pre-existing 
condition after you have been notified. The Employer must also notify you 
of your right to show that you had prior creditable coverage to reduce the 
pre-existing condition exclusion period. 
The pre-existing condition exclusion period will be restricted to a 
maximum of 12 months (24 months for group size one [1] with no prior 
coverage) for conditions for which medical advice, diagnosis, care or 
treatment was received during the six (6) month period prior to the 
employee's enrollment date. For employees and their dependents who enroll 
in the group health plan during their initial eligibility period [within 
30 days after satisfaction of their waiting period], the pre-existing 
condition exclusion period of 12 months begins as of the date of hire, not 
on the effective date of coverage. Thus, the pre-existing condition 
exclusion period runs concurrently with any waiting period which may 
apply. This also means that the six (6) month look back period t o 
determine if a condition was pre-existing will be the six (6) month period 
immediately prior to the date of hire for initial enrollees. For special 
and annual enrollees, the pre-existing condition exclusion period will 
begin as of the effective date o f the person's group health coverage. 
During initial, special, or annual open enrollment you must furnish the 
Employer with your certification of creditable coverage, indicating any 
previous creditable coverage. At that time, the Group Administrator must 
inform you as to the amount of time that the pre-existing condition 
exclusion period will apply. If you present a certification of creditable 
coverage indicating that you have had continuous coverage for more than 12 
months, with no more than a 63 day break in coverage, excluding the 
group's "waiting periodn, there will be no pre-existing condition 
exclusion period applicable. 
If you disagree with the pre-existing condition exclusion period which has 
been determined based on the information you presented, you may appeal 
this determination. You may ask that your Employer assist you in obtaining 
a certificate from any prior plan or you may present other relevant 
corroborating evidence (e .g., documents, records, explanation of benefits 
(EOB), identification card, pay stubs showing payroll deduction for health 
insurance coverage, a certificate of coverage under a group health policy, 
records from medical care providers indicating health coverage , third 
party statements verifying periods o f coverage). Creditable coverage may 
also be established through means other than documentation, such as by a 
telephone call from your employer to a prior employer or insurer verifying 
creditable coverage. 
Instructions For Filling Out PCEP Fo rm (Form #15823-1098SR) 
Section 10: Completing Forms 
Note: this section may not apply t o all groups 
I 
The Pre-existing Condit i on Exclusion Period (PCEP) form is only t o be used 
by Group Administrators, and only if Pre-existing conditions apply to the 
Group. This form must be submitted to BCBSF/HOI with each application 
which requests a credit toward the Pre-existing Condition Exclusion Period 
with a Certificate of Creditable Coverage or Affidavit 
Enter the Group Name . 
Enter the Group Number. 
Enter the name of the Group Administrator. 
Enter a telephone number for the Group Administrator. 
Enter the Group's Fax Number. 
Enter the number of days waiting period established by the Group . 
Check the correct box t o designate the Group's Pre-existing Condition 
Exclusion Period. Normally , this will be 6 months looking back from the 
Employee's enrollment date, to 12 months looking forward from the 
Employee's enrollment date~ 
Enter the employee's date of hire. 
Enter the employee's effective date of coverage. 
Enter the employee's name. 
Enter the employee's Social Security Number. 
Enter t he names, Social Security Numbers, and Relationship to Employee o f 
each Dependent the employee is enrolling. 
NEW EMPLOYEE ENROLLMENT 
This section is to calculate whether PCEP applies to a new employee. Use 
the following assumptions in your calculations: 
1 month= 30 daysl year 360 days 
Check One : 
If the new employee has 12 months or more of Creditable Coverage with no 
more than a 63-day break between the last day of coverage and the date of 
hire, no PCEP applies. 
If the new employee had NO creditable coverage OR there is more than a 63 -
day break between the last day of coverage and the date of hire, the 
employee is subject to the full PCEP period, calculated fr om the date of 
hire. 
Instructions For Filling Out PCEP Form - (Continued) 
Section 10: Complet ing Forms 
If the new employee has less than 12 months Creditable Coverage AND there 
is no more than a 63 -day break between the last day of coverage and the 
date of hire, the employee is subject to a partial PCEP period - to 
determine the length of the PCEP period: 
calculate the# of PCEP days applicable to your group (see block 7) 
then subtract the number o f days of Creditable Coverage (as determined by 
Certification of Creditable Coverage or Prior Coverage Affidavit) 
The remaining number would be the applicable amount of PCEP days from the 
date of hire. 
The following examples illustrate all three situations: 
Ms. Garrideb has a Certificate of Creditable Coverage showing that she had 
health care coverage for a year or more at her previous employer. There 
was a 15-day break i n coverage between her last day of coverage with her 
former employer and her date of hire at her present job. In Ms . 
Garrideb's situation, no Pre-existing condition applies. 
Mr . Hudson had health care coverage at his last employer. However, there 
was a 90 -day break in the coverage between his last employer and his date 
of hire at his previous job . Two months ago, Mr. Hudson injured his back. 
Mr. Hudson would then be subject to the full PCEP of 12 months, counting 
from his date of hire. Treatment for his back injury would not be covered 
until 12 months fr om his hire date. 
Mr. Watson had 8 months of health care coverage under his last employer. 
There was a 22-day break in coverage between his last employer and his 
date of hire at his previous job. Three months ago, Mr. Watson injured 
his left shoulder. 
Group PCEP: 
days) . 
6/ 12 months. (Looking back, 180 days; looking forward, 360 
Watson's number of days from date of hire to Effective Date of Coverage: 
30 . 
Watson's number of Creditable Coverage Days: 240 . 
360 - 30 - 240 = 90 
Mr. Watson would be subject to 90 days PCEP. Therefore, during Mr. 
Watson's first 90 days of health care coverage, treatments related to his 
shoulder injury wou l d not be covered . 
Instructions For Filling Out PCEP Form - (Continued) 
Section 10: Completing Forms 
SPECIAL ENROLLMENT 
If an employee or dependent enrolls under a special enrollment, be sure to 
note the type of event on the PCEP form. Then, to determine the length o f 
the PCEP period: 
calculate the# of PCEP days applicable to your group (see block 7 ) 
subtract the number of days of Creditable Coverage 
The remaining number would be the applicable amount of PCEP days from the 
effective date. 
Example: Ms. Adler declined health care coverage when she was hired. 
Last week Ms. Adler married Mr. Norton, and now would like to enroll. 
When she originally declined coverage, Ms. Adler signed the Notice of 
Special Enrollment Rights, stating that she did not currently have other 
health care coverage. She has a Certificate of Creditable Coverage showing 
her 12 months' coverage from her last job. If the gap between her 
Creditable Coverage and her new Effectiv e Date is 63 days or less, PCEP 
will not apply. If, however, the gap is greater than 63 days, she is now 
subject to the full PCEP. 
ANNUAL ENROLLMENT 
If an employee or dependent enrolls under an annual enrollment, be sure to 
note the type of event on the PCEP form. Then, to determine the length of 
the PCEP period, the formula is the same as from the Special Enrollment 
example above: 
calculate the# of PCEP days applicable to your group (see block 7) 
subtract the number of days of Creditable Coverage 
The remaining number would be the applicable amount of PCEP days from the 
effective date. 
Section 10: Completing Forms 
Group Administrator Reorder Form - (Form #8222 ) 
This form is to be used for ordering new forms. 
completion are included on the form itself. 
I. INSTRUCTIONS 
Instructions for 
Order forms 3 to 4 weeks before your current supply is depleted . 
Order a supply of forms that will last you 4 to 6 months. 
Identify the quantity and the type of forms that you need by completing 
section II. The Form number shown on the form(s) that are being requested 
must be identified on this reorder form. 
Complete section III. below with the complete name , address, city , state 
and zip code of the company/facility that is t o receive the form(s ) . Also 
identify the name of the person to receive the form(s). 
Return this reorder form to: 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. 
Attn: Shipping and Receiving Department 
0. Box 1798 
Jacksonville, FL 32231-0014 
Who may we contact if we have questions concerning your order? 
NAME PHONE NUMBER 
If you need a list which identifies forms available by form number and 
description, check here : 
II. QUANTITY FORM# 
III. SHIP FORMS TO: 
Section 11: Payment Remittance Procedures 
Group Invoices 
! Your invoice will be mailed approximately 10 days prior to the due date. 
Your due date is shown on your billing invoice. Payment of premiums is 
due in advance. For example, if your due date is the first o f the month, 
payment is required to be received and credited f or that billed period on 
or before the first of that month. If your due date is on the 15th, 
payment is required on or before the 15th of the month. When you submit 
your payment, please write the invoice number and your group number on 
your check or money o rder. The check should be made payable to BCBSF or 
HOI, as applicable. 
If your payment has not been received by the 10th day after your due date, 
a reminder notice will automatically be mailed to you . If your payment 
has not been received for your prior invo ice when your current invo ice is 
prepared, a reminder will also be printed on your current invoice. A 
final notice letter will be sent indicating suspension of claims if 
payment is not received after the reminder notice is mailed. You r group 
will be subject to cancellation on the due date, unless your contract 
specifies otherwise. 
Note: Please do not add names to a group invoice o r pay for an 
employee whose name does not appear on the invoice. Payment should be f o r 
the total amount of the Group Invoice, minus any employee deletions for 
the current month only. 
The Group Invoice Is Divided Into Several Sections: 
Page One (1) : This page of the invoice provides a summary o f charges f or 
the billed period. Please forward Page one (1) of your group invoice with 
your payment. All remaining pages of the invoice are retained by the 
group administrator for reference. 
Group Number - Identifies your group and will appear on each page of your 
invoice. 
Invoice Number - An invoice number is assigned t o every billing invoice. 
Due Date - Date payment is required to be received. 
Group Billing Summary - Provides a summary of the charges for the billed 
period. This includes a roster total (current billed period amount), 
member premiums due from prior months, any balance due from prior payments 
and amount now due for the billed period. An area is provided for 
subtracting deletion(s) amount and indicating the adjusted amount now due. 
This page should be returned with your payment. 
Back of Page One (1) : Provides an area to report employee deletions . 
Sect i on 11 : Payment Remi ttance Procedures 
Insured Dele t ions Only - Should an employee termina t e employment or e l ect 
to cancel his/her coverage , list his/her name on the reverse side of page 
one (1) of the invoice with the appropriate change code , coverage code and 
the total empl oyee billed amount listed on the invoice . If addit i ona l 
space is needed for reporting employee deletions , the Insured Deletions 
Only form should be used (see page 79) . Indicate the employee ' s effective 
date of coverage . 
Note : After each employee ' s name has been listed , you may subtract 
each e mp l oyee ' s billed amount from the total billed . 
It is essential that the adjusted balance due and the payment amount be 
the same . Any discrepancies between the adjusted balance due and the 
payment amount will delay processing of the group i nvoice . We cannot 
accept a group invoice with individual checks from empl oyees . Pl ease 
remit one (1) check or money order for the total amount due . 
Page Two (2 ) : This is a duplicate of page one (1) . 
6. Th i s page should be kept with the remain i ng pages of the invoice for 
your records . 
Page three (3 ) and t he subsequent pages provide : 
A message code column is provided next to the i nsured ' s name to provide 
additional information regarding the insured, if necessary . 
A roster listing of each insured by name, insured ' s number , employee 
number , package number , hea l th coverage code , combined hea l th rate, class 
code , life coverage combined rate , and the tota l rate bil l ed. 
PKG . - A package number is assigned to each insured employee for the 
benefits and rates se l ected by the employee . 
10 . Cov . - A coverage code is assigned to each insured employee for the 
coverage selected . Listed below are the coverage codes and a description 
for each : 
BCBSF• COVERAGE CODE• Health Options• COVERAGE 
CODE•• o1 • Employee• 1• sing l e•• o2 • Employee/ Family• 2• Double or 
Employee/Spouse**•• o3 • Two 
Person** • 3• Employee/Child**•• 04 • Employee/Child** • 4• Family•• 06• Employee/Chi 
ldren**•••• 07 • Employee/Spouse**•••• **Only availabl e where offered 
Section 11 : Payment Remittance Procedures 
The Total Du e for the billed period . 
Number of contracts billed i n the roster section by package and health 
coverage code, i.e., one-person, etc.; other coverages, i.e., life 
insurance. 
A Package description of available packages of benefits and rates. 
Member adjustments (arrears or credits) listed by insured's 
effective date, package, health coverage code, health rate, 
other rate and total premium. 
name, number, 
class code, 
Net member adjustments summary will recap adjustments providing a total 
net amount. 
16. MSG Code - A message code description providing a brief description 
of the message code. 
Section 11: Payment Remittance Procedures 
BCBSF Group Invoice - (Page 1) 
!! EMBED Word . Picture . 6 en 1-
Section 11 : Payment Remittance Procedures 
BCBSF Group Invoice - (Back of Page 1) 
!! EMBED Word .Picture.6 en 1-
Section 11: Payment Remittance Procedures 
BCBSF Group Invoice - (Page 2) 
Section 11: Payment Remittance Procedures 
BCBSF Group Invoice - (Page 3) 
Section 11: Payment Remittance Procedures 
Insured Deletions Only - Health Options OR BCBSF (Form #8143) 
Use the Insured Deletions Only form when the number of deletions being 
reported exceeds the available space provided on the reverse side of Page 
1 of your Group Invoice. Refer to section on Payment Remittance 
Procedures and the reverse side of Page 1 of your Group Invoice for 
information on how to complete this form. 
(Please provide feed-back on whether or not we need this page/form ) 
Section 12: Life, Accident & Disability 
Income Insurance 
If you have any questions on the administration of your Group Life 
Insurance Plan with Florida Combined Life Insurance Company please refer 
to your Group Administration Kit, or to your local sales representative or 
agent. Open enrollment does NOT apply to the Life coverage (see Page 15). 
Section 13: Glossary Of Terms 
BCBSF 
Used in this guide to refer to the company, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida, Inc., or to represent the company's insurance (PPO-based and 
Traditional) products. 
Benefits Terminati on Date 
The last day benefits are provided for the qualified member(s) after the 
qualifying event has occurred . Benefits usually terminate at midnight on 
the day before the contract or coverage cancellation date. 
Care Manager Point of Service (POS) 
Used to describe the insurance point of service product which we offer . 
There are two kinds of Care manager: BCBSF Care Manager, which uses our 
traditional provider network, and PPC Care Manager , which uses our PPC 
provider network . 
Care Manager 
Used to denote a physician who provides primary care medical services and 
who coordinates any additional care the members may require. May also be 
referred t o as Primary Care Physician or PCP. 
Certificateholder 
The employee who meets the applicable eligibility requirements and 
actually has health care coverage by BCBSF, other than as a dependent. 
This term is primarily used in conjunction with BCBSF. 
COBRA 
The Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act. 
COBRA Continuant 
A qualified beneficiary who has elected COBRA continuation of coverage. 
Contract Cancellation Date 
The first day benefits are not provided for the qualified member(s), 
usually the employee, after a qualifying event has occurred , resulting in 
the cancellation of the entire contract. 
Coverage Change Date 
The first day benefits are not provided for the qualified member(s), 
usually the dependent, after a qualifying event has occurred , resulting in 
the cancellation of the dependent's coverage. 
Due Date 
Date group premium is payable. 
Section 13: 
-Continued-
Glossary Of Terms 
Effective Date 
Date benefits and/or contract changes are placed in effect. 
Elect Care 
A point-of-service HMO product offered by Health Options. Differences in 
Elect Care's administrative procedures are explained in each affected 
section of the guide. 
Effective Date 
The date the coverage becomes effective; 1st or 15th of the month 
following the satisfaction of waiting period. 
Eligibility 
Criteria used to determine if coverage is to be provided. 
Eligibility Date 
The length of time the group requires newly hired employees to wait before 
their insurance becomes effective. 
Eligible Dependents 
An employee's spouse and/or unmarried natural child(ren), adopted child, 
stepchild which have not reached the limiting age of the contract. This 
definition may also include a child for whom the subscriber has been 
appointed legal guardian, pursuant t o a valid court order . Note: Foster 
children are not covered under any Health Options product. Foster 
children are covered by BCBSF only. 
Enrollment Date 
The first day of the waiting period (usually the hire date), if 
applicable, otherwise, the effective date of coverage. 
Health Options 
Health Options, Inc., is BCBSF's Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) 
subsidiary. Technicall y , Health Opti ons ' acronym is ''HOI''. However , as 
used throughout this guide, Health Options means the name o f the 
subsidiary itself, while HOI, HOA, and Elect Care are used as the names of 
its HMO product offerings . 
HIPAA 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. A federal mandate 
which affects employee enrollment options and Pre-existing condition 
exclusion periods. 
HOA 
Health Options Alternatives, an HMO product offered by Health Options . 
Differences in HOA's administrative procedures are explained in each 
affected section o f the guide. 
-Continued-
HOI 
Health Options, Inc., a federally qualified HMO product o ffered by Health 
Options. 
Section 13: Glossary Of Terms 
Member 
A covered employee and /o r the covered employee's eligible dependents. 
This term is primarily used in conjunction with Health Options. 
Plan Administrator 
The employer who has purchased health care coverage from BCBSF and /o r 
Health Options. Also referred to as the group. 
Pre-existing Condition Exclusion Period (PCEP ) 
The length of time during which treatment for a Pre-existing condition 
will not be covered. 
Primary Care Physician (PCP) 
A physician who provides primary care medical services to Health Options 
members and who coordinates any additional care the members may require. 
Qualified Beneficiary 
An employee or a dependent (spouse or child) of an employee for whom a 
COBRA qualifying event has occurred . The person must have been under the 
plan on the day before the qualifying event. 
Qualifying Event Date 
The actual date that the qualifying event occurs, unless defined otherwise 
by the plan. 
Subscriber 
An employee of the group who has elected coverage through BCBSF or Health 
Options. 
Waiting Period 
A specified length of time for which an employee must be employed before 
the employee's coverage can be effective. 
Appendix A: Comparison At-A-Glance 
BCBSF / HMO (51+ Groups) Procedures: 
• 
BCBSF PRODUCTS • 













Qualified) •• Eligibility• Employee (who has met all requirements specified 
in the contract or on the group application) & spouse , & children• Employee 
(who has met all requirements specified in the contract or on the group 
applicant ) & spouse, & children• Employee (who has met all requirements 
specified in the contract or on the group application) & spouse, & 
children• Employee (who has met a l l requirements specified in the contract 
or on the group application) who lives or works in serviced area, & 
spouse, & children• Employee (who has met all requirements specified in the 
contract or on the group application) who lives or works in serviced area, 
& spouse, & children• Employee (who has met all requirements specified in 
the contract or on the group application ) who lives or works in serviced 
area, & spouse, & children•• coverage for Foster Children• covered to age 
18 • Covered to age 18 • Covered to age 18• Not covered• Not covered• Not 
covered•• open Enrollment• Not Applicable• Not Applicable• Not 
Applicable• Period during which employees may enroll, change their coverage 
or enroll their eligible dependents • Period during which employees may 
enroll, change their coverage or enroll their eligible dependents • Period 
during which employees may enroll , change their coverage or enroll their 
eligible dependents•• Marriage• Submit form 7617 within 60 days of date of 
marriage• Submit form 7617 within 60 days of date of marriage• Submit form 
7617 within 60 days of date of marriage• Submit form 7617 within 30 days of 
date of marriage• Submit form 7617 within 30 days of date of 
marriage• Submit form 7617 within 30 days of date of 
marriage•• Divorce• Submit form 7617 prior to or within 10 days of date of 
divorce• Submit form 7617 prior to or within 10 days of date of 
divorce• Submit form 7617 prior to or within 10 days of date of 
divorce• Submit form 7617 prior to or within 30 days of date of 
divorce• submit form 7617 prior to or within 30 days of date of 
divorce• Submit form 7617 prior to or within 30 days of date of 
divorce•• Newborn/Adopted Children/Legal Guardianship• Submit form 7617 
prior to or within 30 days of date of birth, adoption or placement• Submit 
form 7617 prior to or within 30 days of date of birth, adoption or 
placement• Submit form 7617 prior to or within 30 days of date of birth, 
adoption or placement• Submit form 7617 prior to or within 30 days of date 
of birth, adoption or placement• Submit form 7617 prior to or within 30 
days of date of birth, adoption or placement• Submit form 7617 prior to or 
within 30 days of date of birth, adoption or placement•• 
Appendix A: Comparison At-A-Glance 
BCBSF / HMO (51+ Groups) Procedures : 
• 
BCBSF PRODUCTS• 












(NON - Federally 
Qualified) •• Full or Part-Time Student or child still living with 
subscriber and dependent on subscriber for support• Covered to the end of 
the calendar year in which the child reaches age 25 • Covered to the end of 
the calendar year in which the child reaches age 25 • Covered to the end of 
the calendar year in which the child reaches age 25 • Covered to the end of 
the calendar year in which the child reaches age 25 • covered to the end of 
the calendar year in which the child reaches age 25 • Covered to the end of 
the calendar year in which the child reaches age 2S•• pcp Changes • Not 
Applicable• Not Applicable• Employees may change Care Managers by completing 
a Member Status Change Request Form or by calling customer 
service• Employees may change PCPs by completing a Member Status Change 
Request Form or by calling customer service• Employees may change PCPs by 
completing a Member Status Change Request Form or by calling customer 
service• Employees may change PCPs by completing a Member Status Change 
Request Form or by calling customer service•• conversion Contracts (may not 
apply to ASO groups) • Apply within 30 days of loss of coverage• Apply within 
30 days of loss of coverage• Apply within 30 days of loss of coverage• Apply 
within 30 days of loss of coverage• Apply within 30 days of loss of 
coverage• Apply within 30 days of loss of coverage•• 
Appendix B: Comparison At-A-Glance 
BCBSF / HMO (51+ Groups) Forms : 
• 
BCBSF PRODUCTS• 













Qualified) •• #l0051 (Application) • Used to apply for initial coverage• used 
to apply for initial coverage• Used to apply for initial coverage• used to 
apply for initial coverage• used to apply for initial coverage• used to 
apply for initial coverage•• #7617 (Member Status Change) • Used to add new 
dependents, or delete dependents no longer eligible for coverage , or 
terminate coverage• Used to add new dependents, or delete dependents no 
longer eligible for coverage, or terminate coverage• used to add new 
dependents, or delete dependents no longer eligible for coverage, or 
terminate coverage• used to add new dependents , or delete dependents no 
longer eligible for coverage, or terminate coverage• used to add new 
dependents, or delete dependents no longer eligible for coverage , or 
terminate coverage• Used to add new dependents, or delete dependents no 
longer eligible for coverage, or terminate coverage•• #l0250 (Prior 
Coverage) • Used to designate prior insurance coverage by a newly enrolled 
employee or dependent • used to designate prior insurance coverage by a 
newly enrolled employee or dependent • Used to designate prior insurance 
coverage by a newly enrolled employee or dependent • Used to designate prior 
insurance coverage by a newly enrolled employee or dependent• Used to 
designate prior insurance coverage by a newly enrolled employee or 
dependent• used to designate prior insurance coverage by a newly enrolled 
employee or dependent•• #7394 (Medical Statement Application) (used in 
conjunction with 10051 or 7617) • Used to medically underwrite employees or 
eligible dependents who chose not to enroll during their eligibility 
period• Used to medically underwrite employees or eligible dependents who 
chose not to enroll during their eligibility period• Used to medically 
underwrite employees or eligible dependents who chose not to enroll during 
their eligibility period• Not applicable; this form is not used for HOI • Not 
applicable; this form is no longer required due to HIPAA• Not applicable; 
this form is no longer required due to HIPAA•• #8222 Reorder Form• Used to 
reorder any of the above forms • used to reorder any of the above forms • Used 
to reorder any of the above forms•Used to reorder any of the above 
forms•used to reorder any of the above forms•Used to reorder any o f the 
above forms•• 
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!! PAGE \ # 11 1 Page: 1 # 1 
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_1_ 1 From Mel Hughes to Gail Maynard or Sue Henson - can I get a copy of 
this form? It's the only one I don't already have. 
!! PAGE \ # 11 1 Page: 1 # 1 
111 
_1_ 1 From Mel Hughes to Gail Maynard, Sue Henson, Joann Hester: I took a 
shot at these instructions myself, because I do not believe the Group 
Administrator letter is very clear. Please verify my accuracy. 
!! PAGE \ # 11 1 Page: 1 # 1 
111 
_1_ 1 From Mel Hughes to all reviewers: This section is out for review by 
Trish Jones. It may change based on the advent of the new scanable 
invoice. 
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